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Jerry
From:
Sent:
Subject:

"hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@fast.net>
Tuesday, March 08, 2005 11:54 PM
Fw: Hof Cinnection Update # 180(JM)

NUMBER 180

3/8/2005
#180

Re Nashville.... Sept 5th to Sept 9th...
The Holiday Inn Select is located on Elm Hill road, adjacent to Briley Parkway just north of
Interstate 40 on the SE side of Nshville. The airport is less than 4 miles away.
"(The) available meeting space totals over over 8,000 square feet. The newly redecorated guest
rooms feature complimentary High Speed Wireless Internet, hair dryers, irons/ironing boards,
makeup mirrors and coffee makers with Wolfgang Puck coffees. Complimentary airport
transportation is available 7 days a week from 5:00 AM to 11:00 PM. They also offer a
complimentary shuttle at scheduled departure times to the Opry Mills Shopping Complex next
to the Opryland Hotel. Jackson’s Veranda Restaurant is located on property and features daily
breakfast buffets and lunch buffets Monday through Friday. Ivories Nightclub features live
entertainment Monday through Saturday and the Terrace Lounge is open daily. The hotel features
an on site exercise facility, dry sauna, whirlpool and indoor swimming pool. Outside walking areas
easily available."
As mentioned in last week's update, a variety of local tours are being investigated to determine
interest for our group planning. A full day Tuesday is a potential with a ride on the General Jackson
Riverboat followed by an evening at the Grand Ol' Opry as a potential part of the package.
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Your Historian, Gary Dempsey is hard at work with several
great finds this week...
The first from 27 June 1946: (Der Kreisleiter is a Militaria History Mag):

The second from Gary and his intrepid band:
The gift of life
By Todd Kepple
Courtesy of the Herald and the News of Oregon
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Phyllis Kingsley Rolison, sister of Medal of Honor winner Second Lieutenant David Kingsley,
touches a section of the plane in which her brother died 60 years ago
in Bulgaria. Rolison paid her first visit to the site where Kingsley's
B-17 bomber crashed in 1944. Debris from the plane was used in construction
of a memorial in Suhozem, Bulgaria, with funds raised by the USANG of Oregon.
from: http://www.arlingtoncemetery.net/kingsley.htm
Kingsley, for whom HQ European Command (re)named the Hof Kaserne on 2 JUne 1949, gave up
his own parachute to his seriously wounded tail gunner, Sgt Michael Sullivan, just before the B-17F
"OPISSONYA" crashed near Suhozem, Bulgaria in June 1944 following a successful raid on the vital
oil fields near Ploesti, Rumania. The crash site was brought to the attention of a pair of US "special
ops" pilots working on joint military exercises in Bulgaria and the memorial developed from that.
Ironically, the only surviving member of the B-17 crew today is Michael Sullivan, who was able to
attend this ceremony along with one of the Bulgarian pilots who shot down the bomber. Also
present were surviving members of a family group that were hit by the falling plane.

And the third....
The entire Kingsley story is being developed as a supplement for the Memorial Day issue of the
Newsletter in detail never before assembled anywhere in the available military histories. As part of
that effort, Gary has reconstructed the flight route of the OPISSONYA as seen below:
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The black and white arrows are the planned flight path of the 97th Bomber Group into Ploesti on 24
June, 1944, and the blue track is the proposed route back. The brown route is the actual path of
timmediatlyYA which had been severely shot up both before and immediatly after the actual Ploesti
strike. Unfortunately the crippled B-17F flew almost directly over Karlovo air base, where it was
attacked by a "Schwarm" of 8 BFG-109-6 fighters, 4 Bulgarian and 4 German, up on a combined
training mission. A much bigger map is available on request.

Don't trust them... The translation sites, that is!
Just for fun: From the Google translation site (If you remember to retranslate "yard" as Hof,
things make a little more sense. But "high carrion"? Wait till you figure that one out!)
From a piece on "Renaming the streets" via the Frankenpost:
Sparrow lane
Designated 1958 in the local part volume gel stove, in which the roads are designated according to
native kinds of bird. - between falcon way and Vogelherder road running residential street.
Pc. Lukas way
Designated 1991 after the EH gelists Lukas, the protection patron of the physicians, painters,
sculptors and glaziers. Zufahrtsstrasse to the glass center in yard in the trade area high carrion,
west the general Huettner barracks, from the Kulmbacher road branching to the north.
Star way
Designated 1994 in the local part bird stove, in which the roads are designated according to native
kinds of bird, northwest from Vogelherder road branching.
Staudenmuehlhoehe
Designated after 1978 the Staudenmuehle at the ashtrays road, broken off in July 1979. Residential
street south the meadow valley way, above the former Staudenmuehle. - cross connection within
the yard of the parsonage route circularly put on.
Here is the original German:
Sperlingsgasse
Benannt 1958 Im Ortsteil Volgelherd, in dem die Straßen nach einheimischen Vogelarten bezeichnet
werden. - Zwischen Falkenweg und Vogelherder Straße verlaufende Wohnstraße.
St.-Lukas-Weg
Benannt 1991 nach dem Evangelisten Lukas, dem Schutzpatron der Ärzte, Maler, Bildhauer und
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Glaser. Zufahrtsstraße zum Glaszentrum in Hof im Gewerbegebiet Hohensaas, westlich der GeneralHüttner-Kaserne, von der Kulmbacher Straße nach Norden abzweigend.
Starenweg
Benannt 1994 Im Ortsteil Vogelherd, in dem die Straßen nach einheimischen Vogelarten benannt
werden, nordwestlich von der Vogelherder Straße abzweigend.
Staudenmühlhöhe
Benannt 1978 nach der Staudenmühle an der Ascher Straße, abgebrochen im Juli 1979. Wohnstraße
südlich des Wiesentalweges, oberhalb der ehemaligen Staudenmühle. - Querverbindung innerhalb
der ringförmig angelegten Pfarrhofstraße.

Jim Paterson forwarded this update...
Eadie will be coming home Friday after a month in the hospital and a nursing home.

She had a plate and twelve screws put in her ankle and will spend the next four to six weeks in a wh
home in a special equiped bus and only charge $2.00 for it. Sure hope that Washington don`t hear
to $1ooo.oo if they get involved.

The only downside to this is now I`m going to have to hear a lot of "do this" and "do that"s. Oh we
Hermit and I`m more than ready for the change.
Jim

From the Glossary....
Fan Fold... the 6 ply sheets of colored paper used for transcription in the MC-88's. Actually
contained real carbon paper. 5 sheets of it in every page. Every color went to a different
organization. Remember “Goldenrod”? Carbon paper always went in the burn bag.
Burn Bags. Where any and all classified waste went. You did NOT screw this up. All classified
trash was kept in burn bags. (Thanks Phil Ruth)
Burn Detail... the group that had to collect all the classified waste for burning in the OPS
incinerator. We were not very environmentall then. This stuff was NOT re-cycled. (Thanks Phil
Ruth) I still have my “incinerator License”.
Bafra... a really terrible smelling Turkish cigarette. Easily identified and hated with a passion by all
the ex-TUSLOG OPS people. Lighting one could get you expelled from OPS (read... chased out the
door!)(tnx Malcolm Gaissert)

8 March 2005 NOTE: The Nashville Reunion Participation
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Questionnaire, Letter of Instructions and Registration form will be “snail
mailed” to members in good standing by March 21.
A reminder: The Association Board of Directors offers a FREE
membership to any former Hof Colleague experiencing financial
difficulties. Just fill in the membership form and mark “Free
Membership Requested.” No questions asked. Mail the form to the
Association address at top of the membership form.
And another: If you do not receive a Hof Connection Update for a couple
of weeks, you have an obligation to contact hofreunion@fast.net or
HofReunion@aol.com to determine the reason. We need your assistance
to keep the Association E-Addresses up to date.
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Eulice & Vera Row

= EuliceRow@aol.com

RENEWING MEMBERS:
Gene & Jan Chague
Ken & Judy Hager
Norman & Ursula Hines
Glenn Kohlerschmidt
Henry & Eleanor Quarterman

NEW MEMBERS:
Doyle & Linda Dean

FY5
FY6
FY6
FY6
FY6

jg_chague@hotmail.com
kenhager@bellsouth.net
Normandursi@aol.com
gkohlers@southern-ute.nsn.us
h.quarterman@att.net

Richardson TX

Dean602w@aol.com

NEW FINDS:
Bill & Fay Gorey
Dan & Pam Graham
Dewitt Brown

Panama City, FL
Clovis, CA
Upper Marlboro, MD

850-871-4461
diadan1us@yahoo.com
dewittbrown@msn.com

FINAL FLYBY LIST:
LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from
disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for
delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Jerry
From:
Sent:
Subject:

"hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@fast.net>
Wednesday, March 30, 2005 11:37 AM
Fw: Connection update #184(JM)

HOF CONNECTION UPDATE #184

A TALE OF WOE (CHAPTER II?)... In spite of continually updating and virusscanning my system, including Friday morning last, I received the dreaded Norton
warning about an unexpeced change to the Master Boot Record on my main hard drive.
By error, I clicked ok to allow it instead of don't allow it, and when I turned the computer
back on Saturday night, I had, in essence, a blank main hard drive. The back-up system,
which is what is in use at the moment is fine, but all messages and changes and
additions for the past couple weeks are gone. I am making attepts to recover the lost
files while life continues. Lessons learned? If you have a back-up system, use it with
regularity, like every couple of days, not weeks. And most important, when you get a
warning from your AV system or your Ant-Spyware system, PAY ATTENTION!
The major loss to me is the totally updated email list for the weekly updates. I have the
list from the beginning of the month (3/9) but many changes and updates had been
made as the result of many calls. The secondary loss is all the information I had saved in
the last couple of weeks from you for upcoming updates. Feel free to send anything you
had posted, again.
And... If someone tells you they did NOT get this update, please forward that message
along to me and I will again change the listings.

A TALE OF WOE (CHAPTER III) ... There is apparently a major email system
failure on the east coast today, or perhaps the NE only. I cannot tell yet. But the only
email traffic coming in is from the PA and MD, and perhaps OH areas. Even local stuff is
moving with difficulty.
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A QUESTION....
From Alois Dietz... "My son might wish to come along to Nashville. Is that possible? Ali".
And the answer is yes, of course that is possible. Many of our members have brought
along family and/or friends to the past reunions. We are more than delighted to have
them and the Top Hatters promise to be on their best behaviour.

MORE TO DO IN NASHVILLE...
You may want to add in the next newsletter – another attraction in Centennial Park in
Nashville is a full scale replica, completely restored, of the Parthenon. I saw it on PBS
the other day. Pretty impressive. And they have a great art museum also!
Kenneth A. Kelley II

http://nashville.about.com/cs/historynsites/a/parthenon.htm

AND DID YOU KNOW...
That Jack Daniels Tennessee Whiskey is used in at least 168 different alchoholic
drinks? Including the following!

Lynchburg Lemonade
Ingredients:



1 part Jack Daniels
1 part Triple sec
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1 part Sweet and sour, mix
4 parts Sprite

Mixing instructions:
Mix ingredients into a punch bowl.

or DID YOU KNOW????
That you cannot legally buy a drink of Jack Daniels in the town that it is made,
Lynchburg? Yup. Dry county!

BUT FOR YOU PARTY ANIMALS..... Nashville is NOT dry.
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That little building on the left of the picture of the Atrium, is the full service bar that is
open until the lounge opens in the evening at the Holiday Inn Select, our home away
from home during the Sept 5th to Sept 9th Reunion. And to correct a small error in the
snail mail letter of instruction/survey that just went out: No member of the Reunion
Group will be housed at the Imperial Hotel in Biloxi. Unless you fail to return your survey
in time. Then it is indeed a possibility.

IN UPDATE #182... After posting the answers to the question about the Class VI
store, I asked the question: Where does the term "mess" as in Mess Hall, or Officer's
Mess, or Mess Kit come from. Ken Kelly and I think Miles Nelson sent totally valid
answers but since those messages are in the land of the lost, I will use my own
dictionary, Funk and Wagnall's Standard American Edition, Vol II (Lobate thrrough Z).
(Which was purchased in Hof in 1966 from a couple of itinerant encyclopedia salesmen,
one of whom was a pretty good guitar player.) Anyway...
mess (mes) n. 1. A quantity of food sufficient for one meal or a particular occasion; a
mess of beans; also, a portion of soft, partly liquid food, as pottage. 2. A number of
persons who habitually take their meals together, as on board ship or in military units.;
also a meal taken by them. 3. The sum or total of a haul of fish. 4. A state of disorder;
especially a condition of unclean confusion. 5. A confusing or embarrasing situation. 6.
An unpleasaant or unclean concoction; confused jumble. -v. i. ~ 4. To eat with a mess
(def 2). 5. To make a mess of, to muddle or bungle, often with up. 6. to make dirty;
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befoul, often with up. 7. To provide meals for. [ <OF mes <L missus a course at
a meal. orig pp . of mittere send]
Now I TOTALLY understand the derivation of that particular military term! (-ed)

AND A STORY FROM THE LADIES SIDE OF THINGS...
FIRST IMPRESSIONS FROM HILDE MIDDENDORF:
JOURNEY TO THE UNITED STATES

Jerry was discharged from the United States Air Force on January 12, 1965. He returned
to Hof on February 28, 1965
as a civilian. We were married on March 27, 1965.
After taking care of all the immigration matters we departed Hof for the United States on
June 29, 1965. We left Hof by
train for Bremerhaven. Our mode of transportation to the United States was the USS
Hanseatic (German passenger
ship). The USS Hanseatic had a staff, crew and passengers of about 3,000 people. The
sad part is the USS
Hanseatic caught fire and was totally destroyed in 1967.
I never saw such a large body of water (North Ses). It was very frightening. The
voyage was great. We arrived in
New York harbor on July 9, 1965. We were met by Jerry's parents. I received a log of
hugs and kisses. Upon
my arrival at Jerry's parent's home, again I received a lot of hugs and kisses from the
neighbors. I was not use to
all this affection.
Jerry's parents and sister were very protective of me during and after my arrival in the
United States. Jerry had to
walk the straight and narrow. Jerry's family gave me advice on the American and
Baltimorean way of life, which
included shopping, spending money, etc.
In 1965, Baltimore, Maryland had at least a population of one million people (a little
larger than the Hof population). When I first went to downtown Baltimore, I had never
seen so many people concentrated in one place at the same time in my entire life.
When the traffic light changed hundreds of people would cross the street. It looked like
a cattle stampede. You just had to move with the flow.
My father-in-law taught me how to clean steamed crabs. It's nothing to eat one or two
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dozen Maryland steamed crabs and drink a few bottles of cold beer.
I became a United States citizen on January 10, 1969 and have voted in every election
since being naturalized.
This was one of the most important decisions in my life.
In 1965 the summers in Baltimore were HOT! HOT! HOT! and HUMID. After almost 40
years in the Maryland
climate, the summers and still hot and humid.
No matter where I have traveled in the United States (yesterday and today) all people I
have met have been very helpful, courteous and friendly. The United States is a very
caring country and I love it here.

HILDE MIDDENDORF

UPDATES.... Possilbly due to the email constriction mentioned above, I have little
info to add to our lists this week. As far as Obits and Flybys, that is certainly a good
thing.
One new member...
Gregory Cooper
205 E. Lawrence Lane
Phoenix, AZ 85020-3031
singerofmusic@yahoo.com
And some good news from Miles Nelson re: Gail Nelson, who spent some serious
time in the hospital last week.
As of 4 AM this morning (March 26th) , Gail's condition had stabalized. Her
blood sugar count was down to much safer levels, and her blood pressure
stablized. She is on blood thinner medication in case of more blood clot
possibilities.
Our thanks to you for this scource of support.
Miles Nelson and family.
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Jerry
From:
Sent:
Subject:

"hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@fast.net>
Wednesday, April 06, 2005 9:08 AM
Fw: Connection update #185(JM) book 11

HOF CONNECTION UPDATE #185

Due to an error on my part....
There is NO Connection Update #183. It was inadvertently numbered 184 and will not
be re-issued.

Thanks to Barry Springsteen...
Our logo at the top of the page has been refurbished. All colors are now correct and I
think much sharper. BTW, Barry is the webmeister at www.hofreunion.com. A much
larger BMP file of our logo is available if needed.

From Lorrayne Zobrak
I would like to hear from any pupils I had in kindergarten at Hof during the 1968-69
school year. If you or your parents will be at the reunion, be sure to get in touch with
me.
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Good news for Gail...
Gail awoke this Sunday morning, much more aware of her surroundings. She is alert, all
vital signs normal, and she is hard to keep down now. She has been bedridden for 9
days, and is tired of it!
They are to remove the tube Monday sometime, 04/04. I will be there first thing in the
morning. She was resting a bit easier when I tucked her in for the night.
Your prayers and support have been such a great help.
Miles Nelson and Family

Biloxi Countdown...
At the time I am writing this, there are approximately 151 days or 3645 hours until the
official start of our reunion festivities in Nashville.

JD on the rocks and a quiet Nashville pool...
Other than a Kulmbacher, could anything be finer?
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From far away...
FROM: Jim Slothower
jnsloth@yahoo.com
From Jim Slothower:
Sorry I missed the Biloxi reunion. I have been living in Ukraine since last September and
will remain here until August. If you have been following the news you are probably
aware that Ukraine is a pretty interesting place to be right now. I am living in
Zaporozhia which is in the southeastern part (the ""Russian" part) of the country. It has
been a very good opportunity for me to brush up on those Russian language skills I
learned 40+ years ago and to learn something about the wonderful people who are
struggling so hard to make ends meet in this crazy, mixed up country. I am occupying
my time studying Russian and teaching English. If anyone is interested in hearing about
the details of my stay here, please send me an e-mail and I will be happy to respond. It
is always a pleasure to hear from someone from the good old USA.
Jim Slothower
6915th - Baker Flight
1965-1967

Has Spring sprung in Hof/Saale?...
The Bundeswetterdienst reports that for Wednesday it will be cloudy and then rain on
Thursday and Friday of this week, with temps between 6 and 10 degrees C. Not a
mention of snow!
The Munich Merkur reports that the Föhn winds are beginning to blow in the uplands.
Can Föhnkrankheit be far behind in the south or can a day like this on the Untreuzee
near Hof in Oberbayern be coming soon?
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Yes! things HAVE changed. Find out in 2006!

5 April 2005 Update # 185.
This will be a double issue update!

All Association members in good standing should have received the Nashville Reunion
Information letter in the US Mail. If you didn’t receive your copy, please let us know.
A “Big Thank You” to all the folks that have already returned the Nashville questionnaire
and tour survey. We urge all members to return the questionnaire/survey now. We also
appreciate the early Nashville registrations.
We are notified by Millie Stevenson that her husband, Col. John T. Stevenson, Kingsley
Kaserne Commander from 1961 thru 1964, died Feb 5, 2005. CA Russell found the following
death announcement in the News Tribune (Online) serving North Central Illinois: Col. John T.
Stevenson, USAF retired, 85, of 1901 15th St., Peru died at 5:15 a.m. Feb. 5, 2005 at Illinois Valley
Community Hospital, Peru, where he had been a patient for five days following an illness.

CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Gail Norvell
Doug & Ester Stutzman
Evans & Linda Ingram
Evans & Marge Ingram
Richard & Doris Kreuzer
Jim McGovern
Jerry & Peggy Minnich
Fred & Linda Walker

= bgnorv@earthlink.net
= kalapuya@rosenet.net
= Shirleeye@aol.com
= Shirleeye@aol.com
= KreuHei@iit.edu
= jimmcgovernjr@yahoo.com
= jpminnic@msn.com
= loree982000@yahoo.com

RENEWING MEMBERS:
Jim & Gertrude Berry
FY6
Doug & Anneliese Chamberlain FY6
Bill & Gale Partrich
FY6
Ron & Bonny Golino
FY5
Smiley & Elaine Hansberrger FY6
Charles & Nancy Hoover
FY5
John & Francis Orr
FY6
Leon & Dotty Weston
FY5

gjberry@wctc.net
a_vickip@hotmail.com
bgpartrich@juno.com
530-265-3038
hansberger@earthlink.net
shlana47@enter.net
johnforr@prodigy.net
Dottiedot227@CS.com
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NEW MEMBERS:
Greg Cooper

Phoenix, Az

singerofmusic@yahoo.com

Robert & Jean Epperson
Ralph & Renee Julian
Randy & Martha Keel
Joan Krembs

Tallahassee, FL RobEpprs@aol.com
Peru, NY
wolfjaw3107@hotmail.com
New Hope, AL keel525@nehp.net
Suncity, AZ
jkrembs@juno.com

Fred Nachsin
Malinda Pace

Sarasota, FL
Scottsdale AZ

941-966-9144
MPace615@aol.com

NEW FINDS:
Joan (John-D) Krembs

Suncity, AZ

jkrembs1@juno.com

Bill Chaney
Fred Nachsin
Dave & Sharon Orser
Malinda (Harry=(D)) Pace

Jupiter, FL
Sarasota, FL
Huntingtown, MD
Scottsdale, AZ

Bilbarl@msn.com
dorser@comcast.net
480-990-0416

FINAL FLYBY LIST: Fred Cayer, Norman Brandal,
Col. John Stevenson, 6915th Commander ’61-64.

Ted Mikara,

Harry Pace

LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from disclosure. If
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this
message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately
by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Jerry
From:
Sent:
Subject:

"hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@fast.net>
Tuesday, April 12, 2005 11:37 PM
Fw: HOF CONNECTION UPDATE 186 (JM) Book 11

April 13'th, 2005
Number 186

In last week's issue....
From Lorrayne Zobrak
I would like to hear from any pupils I had in kindergarten at Hof during the 196869 school year. If you or your parents will be at the reunion, be sure to get in
touch with me.
But I forgot to include her email address (ed.): lorraynez@yahoo.com

Since then I have had a chance to go through an issue of the "Hof Happenings"
dated November 1968, a newsletter put out by the staff and children of the
elementary school at the Kaserne. This newsletter contained the names of the
teachers and students of the day, but in the case of the teachers, being the prim,
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polite and well behaved people that we were then, the teachers were only refered
to by their titles and last names.... Miss this and Mr. that... I am including them
here in the hopes that somebody will recall the additional information that our
intrepid headhunters need. A search is impossible without first names (Middle
initials help even more) to go with the last names we have. If you remember the
missing information please pass it along and our membership committee
headhunters can do their thing:
Teachers
Miss Lobell (1st grade)
Mrs Patrick (1st grade)
Miss Reyling (1st and 2nd grade)
Miss Vogt (2nd grade)
Miss Pfeiffer (3rd grade)
Mrs Taplin (3rd and 4th grade)
Miss Levery (5th grade)
Miss McCarthy (5th and 6th grade math)
Mr Melius (6th and 7th grade)
Miss Levery

If you would like a peek at one of the newest tools that CA/CW use in
their never-ending hunt, go to www.zabasearch.com and type in your
own name or the name of that guy you used to room with and have
been looking for over the last fourty years to pay him the money you
owe him. You might be amazed at the amount of info available for free.
And for a price you can do your own background investigations on your
neighbor or brother-in-law.

And more regarding the never-ending hunt...
Dick Obidinski recently gave me a bunch of old base newsletters (The Bavarian
Sun) from the 1968 era that has been a tremendous source of new names for the
Membership Committee. We would like to ask you to dig thru your stash of
Hofergoodies and if you haven't sent in your copies of old Hof orders or newsletters
that you might have, this would be a great time to do so. The more the merrier in
Nashville! Newsletters will be turned over to Monica Wilson and Ute Sparks who
are compiling a whole series of albums of memorabilia and Hofer treasures.

Things to do in Nashville....
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besides lounging around the pool with a glass of JW Dant over crushed ice and a
sprig of mint while you catch up on the last 40 or 50 years.... You could grab the
credit cards and go SHOPPING at Opryland Mills literally right up Briley
Parkway from our hotel. For you outdoorsy types, real or faux, there is the
incredible Bass Pro Shop (Like a Cabella's if you have seen those) at the Mills.
(picture by Greg Adams)

and for those that like eating high on the haunch of a Certified Black Angus cow,
How about one of the ten best steakhouses in the country!

They will even come to the hotel and pick you up. They will probably even bring
you back to the hotel if you order the bottle of wine in the safe near the front door.
Food and service are outstanding at the Stockyard Restaurant. Follow the
suggestions of your server and you can't go wrong. Look out for the dessert tray!
For those of us who tend to sup at the other end of the price spectrum, there is
always

Fat Mo's Burgers... where the burgers are weighed in "pounds, not ounces". (pic
by Greg Adams). And no, there is no complimentary transportation to Fat Mo's. You
won't believe where the owner is from....
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Our members travel far afield....
A couple of weeks ago I posted a letter here from a member now working in
Ukraine and I thought that was long distance. Our people go even further!

Hi all;
Sorry I won't get to attend this year either, as I am now in Afghanistan helping to
set up an Airtraffic control system. I will be here through February 2006. We are
in Kabul Airport on a NATO base working with Afghan controllers. They have never
had a system to control aircraft in all kinds of weather and that is what we are
establishing. History in the making, (ha). I will write later when time allows.
Jack Denham

602 AC&W Squadron
1960-63

Also from far afield...
A question from Tim Henderson...

You ought to mention the Friedhof Vampire (@ 1966) in the next issue of
the mailer and see what others have to say about it. I would particularly like
to hear from Donny or Wetzel, who were APs back then and either saw or
shot at it.
I have it on good authority that atropine was used for anaphylactic shock brought
on by the excessive consumption of Schlappentagbier. The problem was reportedly
that you turned bright red while recovering from your overindulgence. I had NOT
heard that drinking Schlappentagbier caused you to see vampires. Or maybe there
is no connection. (Ed.)

From the "Miles remembers" series....
Does anyone else remember the year they painted the buildings on the Kaserne?
Up till then, the buildings were a brown to gray with darker trim, as I remember
them.
Then we got word that they were going to paint all the main buildings, and when
they did, I remember the color was a shade of pink with brown trim, and everyone
was saying that the color scheme was at Mrs Stevenson's request, as she was the
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commander's wife. We couldn't figure who else would come up with PINK! At that
time there were no women in command positions, at least at Hof, so who else
could we think would suggest Pink?
Now that's not a slam ladies. My Mother raised me with 4 sisters until I was
10 1/2, Then, she let me have a brother, so I have been properly trained, even
with that basic bathroom rule!

Addendum: According to the "Bavarian Sun", USAFSS eliminated billets for 80
WAF's in the 1970 fiscal year because "proper housing" was not available. (What?
5-8 man rooms and group showers not 'proper' enough? Ed.)

13 April 2005 Update # 186
Mike & Ursula Assenmacher have suggested that members planning to
participate in the 2006 Hof Reunion be cautioned to compare the cost of travel in
May and September as opposed to the summer months.
A reminder to Hof Reunion Association Members! Friends and relatives are welcome
to the attend the Nashville Reunion with you. The Nashville get together is going to be
another great one. Fun! Fun! Fun! Don’t miss out! Register as early as you possibly
can.
We start posting Nashville Reunion Registrations in Update # 187.
HELP US SERVE YOU: When you change Internet Servers, please notify
hofreunion@fast.net and HofReunion@aol.com. We also need to be notified when
your US Postal Address changes.
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Jim & Elfriede Smith
= imeyer@first-pres.org
RENEWING MEMBERS:
Mike & Ursula Assenmacher FY7
Edmond & Carol Fincher
FY5
Lonnie & Hazel Henderson FY6
Bennie Hopper
FY7
Forrest & Phyllis Kerns
FY5
Fred & Linda Walker
FY5

mja1@voyager.net
fincherc@earthlink.net
Chief@netride.net
bhopper1@gandecom.net
mbpbab@atlanticbb.net
loree982000@yahoo.com

NEW MEMBERS:
Ron & Karen Atwood

Waterloo, IA

Ronbike21@mchsi.com

Bob Hronicek
Loretta Manis

Tucson, AZ
San Antonio

Hronicek@aolcom
325-949-2725

WE

DONATIONS:
Mike & Ursula Assemacher
Bennie Hopper

$5
$10
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NEW FINDS:
Thelma (Harold-(D) Ireland San Antonio, TX 325-949-2725
San Antonio, TX
Loretta (Leroy=(D) Manis
Hymie Mayer
Woody & Vicky Janik
Joe & Evelyn Trujillo

FINAL FLYBY LIST:

Pacifica, CA
hmdoit@yahoo.com
Warner-Robins,GA jerseywoody@bellsouth.net
Albuguerque, NM 505-344-4695

Eugene Jones, Leroy Manis, Harold Ireland

LADIES SERVING IN
HEAVEN: ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from
disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for
delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Jerry
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@fast.net>
<robot@dfsi.net>
Wednesday, April 20, 2005 10:13 AM
Fw: HOF CONNECTION UPDATE 187

A slight change to your emaio address and I hope this one goes thru....
Jerry Mangas
Secretary
Hof Reunion Association

April 20'th, 2005
Number 187

Where in the world....?
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Nah... couldn't have been us....
From a google search on GLR-1

I read Tim Henderson's comments about the Friedhof Vampire in the
current newsletter. While I don't remember the vampire, I do remember the
Schlappenfest. It was held at the brewery in Hof over one weekend (I
think). They basically cleaned out the wooden tanks which held the bier so
they could clean them. The residual bier was sold to the fest attendees and
contained bits of bark, moss, etc. And it was STRONG. There were some
food vendors and a trailer which served as a porta-pot.
Tim also mentioned the APs shooting at the thing, which reminds me of the
time Sgt Cowherd shot himself in the leg/foot while practicing his
quickdraw skills with his newly-issued 38 revolver. The 38 replaced the 45
auto as the standard USAF sidearm at that time.
John Dorsch

CA and CW strike again...
"After all these years I was contacted by phone this past Sunday, April 11,
2005. For awhile I couldn't believe my ears. It was such a great feeling to
speak with some of the guys that were in Hof from 1965 to 1968.
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The guys knew me by Joey, Chief, and Hiawatha.
My address: Joseph G. Trujillo
1617 La Poblana NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104
My Phone numbers: Home (505) 344-4695
For the time being any e-mails can be sent to my son's e-mail address
which is Senomar02@aol.com I would like to hear from anyone, but
especially from the Security Police guys.

A question...
When were dependants first allowed at Hof? Either Officers or EM's. What
year was it officially allowed?

In this update and those to follow, the people making reservations for
Nashville will be listed. And for the record: If you can only attend for two or
three days, COME ON DOWN! While we would enjoy having you for the
entire reunion, it is certainly understood that not everybody has free use of
their time. Also for the record, your families, dependants, grand-kids and
other hangers-on are welcome.

History for some of us...
An old friend of mine, based in Thule, Greenland while we complained daily
about the weather in Hof forwarded this link on to me. I thought that those
of you who are/were radar proficient or deficient might enjoy it.
http://www.pinetreeline.org/articles/resartj.html
or

Searching the Skies:
The Legacy of the United States
Cold War Defense Radar Program
By David F Winkler,
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And a touch of WW II Kaserne History...
One of the more "unusual" or perhaps "unexpected" finds I have made
while chasing the foundation and history of the Hof Kaserne thru the years
was the assignment during the battles on the Eastern Front in WW II of the
250th Infantry Division of the Wehrmacht to Hof Kaserne on a temporary
basis... Doesn't sound unusual untill you find that the 250th ID is also called
the Bule or Blaue Division or the Spanish Division. Spanish because all
members of the unit were volunteers from Falangist Spain and Blue because
while they wore the Feldgrau of the Wehrmacht, they kept their traditional
blue shirts worn in the Spanish Army of the times. While the new division
was being acclimated to the Wehrmacht and trained in record time in the
German tactics and weapons of the times at Grafenwöhr, various elements
of the Division were stationed all thru the Oberfranken area at the various
Kasernen. Including Schmidtlar Kaserne as Hof Kaserne was then known.
The battle history of the 250th is a sign of those times. The German military
could never have invaded and sustained their long battle with the Bolsheviks
without the vital "assistance" of their allies and the conquered territories of
Europe. They had divisions from many countries and peoples, from
Turkomen to Flemings fighting in different units, mostly all on the Eastern
Front.
There is a line towards the end of the series, "Band of Brothers" which I
know many of you followed, where a member of Easy Company, riding east
in the back of a 6X6, yells at a group of German POW's marching west, with
their wounded in horse drawn carts..."What were you thinking! You've got
HORSES!!!"
Part of my research led me thru the economics and economies of the times
and it is well substantiated that without pilfered and stolen and captured
and commandeered men and material (And foriegn volunteers!) the
German Heer never could have done the invasion trick on their own
resources. A sign of that is in the history of the 250th. After training at Graf,
they entrained in Hof and moved east toward the old Polish/Soviet border.
At that point the xenophobic Soviets used a different gauge system on
their railroads and western rail equipment simply wouldn't work further east.
As a result, the 250th detrained at Sulvaki and 19,000 men pro ceded to
MARCH the next 1000 kilometers, in a column 30 K's long, to their
assigned jumping off point, Vitebsk in just 40 days. In a scene probably
typical of the military everywhere, they found they had been reassigned to
an area further north, but this time traveled 400 kilometers by train to
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Shimsk. Accounts vary as to towns and distances but the end result was the
same. Their battle history is full of the brutality of the Eastern Front. In
purely military terms the Spanish acquitted themselves quite well... At their
final battle, "Krasny Bor", in February, 1943, some 5000 Spanish troops
faced 44,000 Soviet troops and managed to inflict 11,000 casualties while
being clobbered themselves with 75% losses. The Division was pulled from
the line and with the exception of some die-hard fascists who formed the
"Spanish Legion" and continued to fight, the Division remnants were
returned to Spain via Hof/Saale. A medical detachment had remained in the
Kaserne throughout the battles on the Eastern Front.
You can find a more complete history here:
www.fedgrau.com/spain.html Also http://www.we*hr*ma*ch*tawards.com/axis_allies/blue_division.htm and more via www.alltheweb.com
and www.google.com if your interest leads that way. Most but not all sites
are in English.
You can see their Divisional Shield at www.hofreunion.com

True Grit...
Haven't been feeling all that great, lately. Fifteen years in a
wheelchair just takes a bit
out of you. But I still have full intentions of making it to Nashville, it
truly is now
or never. Some lifelong friends, (and Joe's daughter) who have
never been in " the service ",
but appreciate what you and I have done, will drive me. Looks like
I will
have to sell even more of my collection to afford it. But I will be
there!
Best regards to all, I just have to get out of this wheelchair now,
Joe Dernoga (Crypto Dude)

Re: The teachers...
whose partial names were listed in the last update... All the messages
forwarded to me with names, and partial names have been and will be
forwarded on to the headhunting dynamic duo of CA and CW! Thanks for
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the great response and again, check your old records and memorabilia for
names not listed yet in the rosters!.

We appreciate your assistance and input. C & M (Chuck and
Monica Wilson)

Re Your Basic Pink Kaserne...
They painted the buildings while the Army was in control of the
base
(1965-66). The reason the final color was "dirty underwear pink"
was that
to paint the whole base they mixed all of the available paint in one
batch
and painted everything with it. When you mix assorted colors of
lead based
paint, you always wind up with a sandy pink.
Tim Henderson (Who also volunteers that there are a lot of really good
restaurants near Nashville but out towards Hendersonville, and coming from
the founder of the "Hidden Belt Buckle Band" that should be a list to look
forward to!)

HILDE MIDDENDORF...
has produced a pair of ceramic figurines for Reunion drawings that I
thought were "echte" Hummels. Having been to the Hummel factory I am
now an expert on Hummels, and I plan on sleeping in the Holdiay Inn Select
in Nashville in September which will make me totally qualified to make such
pronouncements. But the figurines do look good. Pics to follow!
As an added incentive, but not as door prizes, two of Hilde's Aunt's will be
on
vacation in the U.S. during August/September 2005 and will be joining us
at the NASHVILLE REUNION. Polish up your Hoferisch! Remember! All
your family members are invited!

For you 60X guys...
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http://www.usarmygermany.com/Sont.htm
and go down the left frame to "search", click it and type in 60(X), fill in your
flavor at the (X) and stand back. Walter Elkins has quite a history of the
various Air Defense Organizations of the 40's thru the end of the century,
including our own 602, 606 and 603 units.

And for the 606th guys, some unit history...
some 606th history/

Decorations. Republic of Korea Presidential Unit Citations: 24 Sep 195025 Jan 1951; 25 Jan 1951-31 Mar 1953; 1 Oct 1952-31 Mar 1953. Air Force
Outstanding Unit Awards: 1 Jul 1964-30 Jun 1965; 1 Nov 1977-31 Oct
1979; 1 May 1981-30 Apr 1983; 1 Jul 1993-30 Jun 1995; 1 Jul 1995-30 Jun
1997.
Emblem. On a bluebird blue oval within a narrow Air Force yellow border
a gold brown eagle, wings erect, white head and tail, AF yellow eye, beak
and talons, and brown details and shading, perched on an AF yellow radar
antenna shaded gold brown and between two bluebird blue oblong panels
which surmount the ends of the antenna and the sides of the oval. In the
center of each panel a white flight symbol, outlined Air Force blue, in
vertical position pointed to top of panel and between two white four pointed
stars diagonally placed, one in the upper outer corner and one in lower
inner corner. The lower ends of panels are curved up to outer edges and
the tops are angled up, terminating at the ends of a white scroll curved
above the oval and inscribed in AF blue capitol letters. The panels and
scroll have narrow AF yellow borders. Approved on 23 Oct 1964 (K-15908).
Significance. The emblem is symbolic of the squadron and its mission.
The background of blue and the stars depict the sky, the primary theater of
Air Force operations, with the flight symbols alluding to high performance
air defense interceptors. The eagle and the radar antenna indicate
alertness and sharp vision and represent the units surveillance mission. The
emblem bears the Air Force colors, Air Force yellow and ultramarine blue.
The emblem is posted at www.hofreunion.com in the Wappen un Schielden
section
Motto. Inspector of the Skies
From: http://www.606tcs.org/
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And some good news from Miles....
Gail was moved to a regular patient care floor yesterday afternoon. She is
now off oxygen support, has passed her swallowing test, and needs no food
tube. She can talk just above a whisper, and is now more restless than
ever! Swears she will sleep standing up for awhile!
Her address now is: Gail Nelson
Medical Center of Independence
17203 E 23rd St Rm # 403
Independence, MO 64057

We are now part of the "Good Old Days"?...
From www.orbat.com 3/14/05

GOODBYE EUROPE - SORT OF Thirteen years after the formal end of the
Cold War, the United States has announced its last and final ground base
realignment in Europe. Only 24,000 Army troops will remain at 4 bases:
Wiesbaden in central Germany, which would become the European
headquarters for US ground forces, and Kaiserslautern in western Germany,
Grafenwoehr in southern Germany and Vicenza in northern Italy. The
realignment may take to 2015 to complete.

Jerry,
Perhaps you can find room in update 187 for a few comments
on Jim Smith's health problems. (A request for prayer
is encouraging to the family). A little history: Ina Meyer is Jim &
Elfriede Smiths' daughter. Tim Meyer is her husband. You may
remember them! Ina & Tim attended the 2002 Hof Reunion with
Jim & Elfriede. Tim came down with cancer of the larynx. He was
operated on but lost his voice. A second operation was provided to
restore his ability to speak. He is on a road to recovery.
As you may recall, Jim has Parkinson's and his health has been
slowly deteriorating. Ina does an excellent job of filling us in on his
present status. Jim spent 2 tours at Hof. 58-62 and 69-73.
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602nd and 606th. He was Radar Maintenance. He also assisted
with organizing the 2000 Colorado Springs Reunion. Thanks CW
Subject:

RE: Send info
4/13/2005 1:39:06 PM Pacific
Standard Time
imeyer@first-pres.org

Date:
From:
To:

HofReunion@aol.com

We admitted my dad to a rehabilitation hospital on 4/12/05. He has been
having strength problems with his legs due to Parkinson's, arthritis in his
spinal canal, and his previous back ailments. The doctor suggested he get
help in recovering some strength in his legs along with assessing his other
physical problems by staying at the hospital for 10-14 days. He has a good
attitude and is adjusting to a rigorous daily routine and it will give my mom
a much needed rest period. Thanks for all your prayers for our family.
Ina Meyer

From the Webmeister....
I finally gave up on old dial access and went to broadband access. Works a
lot faster and keeps the frustration down.
Old AT&T e-mail addresses will be turned off Monday April 18, 2005. Listed
below are my replacement address:
hofreunion@comcast.net - Direct input from association web site and
Yahoo Hosting Barry Springsteen
(Just for the record there are three "hofreunion" addresses in use:
hofreunion@comcast.net for website related material
hofreunion@fast.net for Connection update and Secretary biz
material and for membership info,
hofreunion@aol.com for member location/locating info and
treasurer info. )

A Correction...
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This is just a note to all of you out there in reference to the renewing
members ,the couple refered to as Fred and Linda Walker at loree98
2000@yahoo.com are actually Christian and Linda Walker thank you for the
correction.
Chris and Linda Walker

19 April 2005 Update # 187
A reminder to Hof Reunion Association Members! Friends and relatives are
welcome to attend the Nashville Reunion. The Nashville get together will be
another great one. Fun! Fun! Fun! Don’t miss out! Help us serve you! Register
as early as you possible.
HELP US SERVE YOU: When you change Internet Servers, please notify
hofreunion@fast.net and HofReunion@aol.com. We also need to be notified
when your US Postal Address changes.
We thank the following members for promptly submitting their Nashville
Registration fees.
NASHVILLE REGISTRATION: We will post the Nashville Registrations as
they are received. A cumulative registration list will be posted in the July 5th
Hof Connection Update.
Chuck Babcock
Freddy & Helga Bales
Dick & Jean Barry
Jim & Gert Berry
Ken & Marianne Cash
Gary & Sandy Cherpes
Dallas & Sue Churchill
Tony & Joan Donofrio
John & Robyn Dorsch
Robert & Jean Epperson
Tom Emerson
George & Christa Fahrbach
Melvin & Ilse Hamill
Jerry & Mary Hartjes
Dan & Darlene Holden
Bennie Hopper & Sophye Pullen
Tom & Donna Knight
Greg & Sandy Krcma
Jerry & Pat Mangas
Robert & Pauline McAuliffe
Jerry & Hilde Middendorf
*Lis Seigfried & Kaete Urban
Steve & Donna Murphrey
Dave & Karin Natalie

* Bringing Friends/Relatives
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Thomas & Monika Nickerson
*Erich Duenne & Hertha Hetzel
Dick & Evi Obidinski
*Heidi Pouch
Pete & Margit Payne
Don Riverkamp
Robert & Mary Rodamer
E.T & Vera Row
C.A.Russell & Jody Russell
Brent & Linda Scott
Dan & Carol Scanny
Gerald “Jerry” & Ruth Smeal
D. Nathan & Ute Sparks
Raymond Startz
Russ & Pat Vandermartin
Bill & Edie Ward
Bob & Ginny Ward
Frank & Shirley Wright
Lorrayne Zobrack

CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Tom & Ingrid Mikloiche = thomas.mikloiche@pw.utc.com
Jim & Elfriede Smith
= imeyer@first-pres.org
Joey Trujillo
= Senomar02@aol.com
RENEWING MEMBERS:
George & Christa Fahrbach
Ken & Deborah Underwood

FY6
FY5

gfahrbac@optonline.net
kunderwood@ctc.net

NEW MEMBERS:
NEW FINDS:
Charles & Zoe Levery Lance

Colorado Springs

Carolyn Cooney
Mark Dixon

Quincy, MA
617-328-4091
St. Petersburg,FL mnixon@tampabay.rr.com

zlance@adelphia.net

FINAL FLYBY LIST: Clarence Craig Jr.

LADIES SERVING IN
HEAVEN: /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected
from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent
responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and
deleting it from your computer. Thank you

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Jerry
From:
To:
Cc:
Sent:
Subject:

"hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@fast.net>
<anthony.gambone@highmark.com>; <tammybales@hotmail.com>; <gina.rietschelinman@ramstein.af.mi>; <bgnorv@earthlink.net>
<Joyteach36@aol.com>
Tuesday, April 26, 2005 9:27 PM
HOF CONNECTION UPDATE 188(JM) (Long!)

April 27'th, 2005
Number 188
www.hofreunion.com

PROMPT REGISTRATIONS ALLOW PROPER
PLANNING
FOR THE NASHIVILLE REUNION!

Where in the world....?
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Yes indeed.... Hohensaas Operations under construction
1962
The aerial photo of the 6915th plainly shows that it was taken
when the 602nd was still operational as all AC&W buildings are still
in place and the antenna is still turning. ( Upper left corner of
photo))
I would think that this is a great find and we should be
indebteddoing to the person who found it. Could copies be made
available at the reunion? This is the first photo I have seen showing
both sites. It really brings back memories, Even more than my
return to Hof at our last reunion there.
Jim Patterson

(I think C.A. Russell was the original finder/sender. AF pics are
public domain.
This is from http://www.rl.af.mil/History/1960s/1962_IR_Pics.html ,
the third pic down on the page. Ed.)

Which leaves the question... what are the buildings in the upper right hand
part of the picture? A guess would be the old 10/12/15th operations site?
(Ed.)
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And a different view than any of us ever (legally) saw...
Hof/Saale and the "Seven Hills". From the Wartturm in the old 5K zone or at
the least, right on the very edge. Take a close look in the upper left
quadrant.
No! That is not a mosque. From www.hof-im-web.de

And another editor heard from!
I was surprised to see the reference to The Bavarian Sun in update 186. I
was founder and editor of the station rag throughout its life, often
spending 36 hours straight to get left- and right-justified columns. Staff
Sergeant Ramirez and much later SSgt. Kline were listed as editors, I
believe, because they outranked me. Would have been nice if they'd also
done some work. What a PITA!
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Somewhere in deep, deep storage at a mover's warehouse, I have a
complete set of the editions, which will come to the Hof Reunion one of
these days when I get the luxury of unpacking.
By the way, the word "The" is part of the paper's flag -- its proper name.
Look through the issues (you have) and you'll find first and last names for
many airmen as well as teachers. There was never a lot of OPS news,
however. In fact, I had a couple of hard tussles with officers who took
exception to the copy of the *unclassified* mission statement I had framed
and hanging on my office wall. The support folks took the hush-hush stuff
so seriously, even denying that there were foreign language specialist
anywhere around the air station. Now, of course, you hear about who's
who' doin' what on the evening news!
I enjoy the newsletter.
Steve Lawrence (SSgt.)
Public Informaton Office/Station Historian
6915 Security Group

Kein Trinkwasser!
And we thought the Saale and some of the fire ponds were bad? Check this
link! Without further comment:
http://www.local6.com/news/4410396/detail.html

A tiny bit of way off base Military Humor:
On some air bases the Air Force is on one side of the field and
civilian aircraft use the other side of the field, with the control tower in the middle.
One day the tower received a call from an aircraft asking, "What time is it?"
The tower responded, "Who is calling?"
The aircraft replied, "What difference does that make?" The tower replied "It makes a lot
of
difference. If it is an American Airlines flight calling, it is 3 o'clock.
If it is an Air Force plane calling, it is 1500 hours.
If it is a Navy aircraft, it is 6 bells.
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If it is an Army aircraft, the big hand is on the 12 and the little hand is on the 3.
If it is a Marine Corps aircraft, it's Thursday afternoon and 120 minutes to "Happy Hour."

If you saw these faces on the Post Office wall...
You might think of locking your grand-kids up, making your wife stay home
and calling out the militia.
If fact, this IS the militia! Later 1960's style.
"Stu" Sturdevant sent me these pics way back when he sent me his first
email asking me if I remembered him or a bunch of other people he
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mentioned
and when I said "NOT REALLY" and to send me a picture to jog my mind he
sent this
and several others including one with me in a "WHITE" wig at a Fasching
party with my wife ( then 18 ) and Otis McIntyre in a red wig with his
date,
between the two pictures I about split my sides laughing and when I
replied he sent several MORE that he had.... Memories came flooding back
then
believe me. When you think about what we ACTUALLY had to DEFEND that
radar
site and base way back then it seems like a joke, I was talking to Joey
Trujillo ( We just found him 2 weeks ago) last night and he mentioned the
same thing as we both remembered the 100's of Russian tanks going into
Czechoslovakia to put down the rebellion and our ONE TANK defending
US !! It
was funny as hell...Most of the people in that picture HAVE BEEN found by
the way and we're still working on the remainder. there were others from
the
65-68 era that I think are in either my display listed on the site or the
"BEHS" (MIKE BECKER) and they bring back memories too... Gotta start
work so
I'll close for now but credit "STU" for supplying that picture via me !
Tom Mikloiche
(Some of those faces are actually familiar... I was there 65-68
I always thought we were an easy hit for anybody that really wanted to get
into the OPN building! Scary now in Al Quida times? One German guard,
two
AP's and a buncha guys with unloaded and locked up M1 carbines. (And the
Comm Center's
M-3's and the several .38's in EXP-1. At least I could get to the shells for
those! Ed.)

And more on the names of the Teachers...
Hi,
I know, I should remember most of the names, since I worked in the
school's office, but my memory has departed with youth :)....the only names
I remember for sure are: Edith Reyling, Vilma or Wilma Vogt, Kathy
McCarthy, Pat Pfeiffer. Anne Keaton was mentioned in one of the
newsletters as a 'new-find', Anne taught at the Hof Dependent School for a
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couple of years and could probably help out also.Not much help, I
know....just have pics flying around without names...a few do stick out tho'
such as Jack Sedler, Richard McClain, Charlene Whitworth, Lynn
Sandstrom, Carol Carlton (I ran into her at the Kaiserslautern Dep
School in 1982).
Hope to make it to one of the re-unions again...
Sincerely,
Edith Stewart

And still more on teachers...
Subject:
Date:

Re: Hof Teachers
4/12/2005 5:18:57 PM Pacific
Standard Time

From:

lorraynez@yahoo.com

Barbara Lobell, Edith Reyling, Wilma Vogt (married Dr.
Cunningham) , Sally Pfeiffer, Patricia Taplin, Kathy McCarthy,Ike
Melius, Zoe Levery, Edith Schwertfeger married Sgt. Stewart
stationed at Hof, Hedwig Aust 8670 Hof/Saale Muensterweg 11
(librarians), and Patricia E. Parsons who was the principal. Aslo Carolyn
Cooney and Laurie Keleman. These are the teachers I taught with in
1968-69, I also have some of the addresses for that year.

Did you know...
There used to be Pilgrims in Hof? Down on Jacobsweg by the
Marienkirche. There was a Pilgerhospicz named.... Zum Pilgrim.
(1487-1553). For you GPS freaks and purists, the location is exactly
11° 54' 55" East and 50° 18' 59" North
That the huge granite ball, the "Rotarybrunnen" spinning near the
Rathaus weighs 3000 Kilos and floats on water?
That Klaus Beer (founder of Fernwehpark) thinks the coolest things
from the States in the 50's and 60's was Elvis, petticoats (I think he
means crinolines) and Route 66? And he has the souvenirs in his
apartment to prove it? And the pics on the web?
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That 171 of the 238 original Bismarkturm's are still standing in 8
different countries?
(or that the Turm we knew so well has re-opened. It was closed
after a lightning strike on 7/20/04!)
All this and more from a virtual tour of Hof at the same site
mentioned above: www.hof-im-web.de
The site is in German but anybody with less that basic German
skills can recognize the names and the verb "Klicken-Sie" and
totally enjoy the tour. I spent a good deal of time on this site this
past weekend and learned more about Hof than I ever did during
my tour! Some of the material is from the new, but the Bismarkturn
and the Warturn and the "Zum Pilgrim" as well as a LOT of other
"old" stuff should be very familiar.
Jerry Mangas (Ed.)

I have been asked what are the requirements for submitting
material for the updates.
The only (self) imposed guidelines I have on the news letter update is that
1: Anything that was once classified probably still is.
2. It has to interest at least several people, in my opinion, or at least ME!
And somehow should be Hof related.
3. Hopefully there is nothing libelous, malicious or otherwise in the material.
4. Scandals are welcome, as well as rumors, laughs and legends, and
questions re same, but names can be eliminated to protect the not-soinnocent. Watch for an upcoming legend re a late-night trip into Czechland
to Czech out a new batch of plum brandy! Coming soon to a newsletter near
you!
5. I protect my sources.

And a Nashville reminder...
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Courtesy of the Middendorf's, a hand-made door prize for the Reunion in
Nashville! If you made the trip thru the Hummel factory you would know
that these look purty good!

26 April 2005 Update # 188
HELP US SERVE YOU: When you change Internet Servers,
please notify hofreunion@fast.net and
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HofReunion@aol.com. We also need US Postal Address
changes for Association records.
Thank you for promptly submitting your Nashville
Registration fees.
NASHVILLE REGISTRATION: We’ll post the Nashville
Registrations as they are received. A cumulative
registration list will be posted in the July 5th Hof Connection
Update.
Bob Alekson
Rick & Sonja Douthit
Daniel & Barbara Haywood
Arthur Nicholl
Larry & HeideMarie Prince
Rose Marie Queen
Robbie & Katrina Roberson
Phil & Rosalie Ruth
Claude & Murtle Spicer
Barry & Sue Springsteen
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Ken & Hanne Kelly
= kelleyka@charter.net
RENEWING MEMBERS:
Verena Hollen Dudley

WE6

NEW MEMBERS:
Charles & Karin Farris

Arlington, TX

DONATIONS:
Verena Hollen Dudley

Verena.Dudley@web-engr.com

charles.farris@comcast.net

$20

NEW FINDS:
Nelson & Denise Champine Newport, NC Champinent@yahoo.com
Robert & Joyce Driver
Wilmington, DE 302-764-6946
Caryl M. Reiff

Houston, TX

Unlisted

Bill & Erna Flieschhauer Riesel, TX
Barry & Carmen Hibbard Victorville, CA
Brad & Ann Miles
Hastings, MI

254-896-6011
fatherhib05@yahoo.com

269-945-1554

And in just under the wire:
Robert Cecil Driver

FINAL FLYBY LIST:

JoyTeach36@AOL.com

Peter Villano

LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:

Marianne “LuLu” Norman

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
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The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected
from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent
responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and
deleting it from your computer. Thank you

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Jerry
From:
Sent:
Subject:

"hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@fast.net>
Tuesday, May 03, 2005 10:01 PM
Fw: Hof connection update #189(jm)

----- Original Message ----From: hofreunion(JM)
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2005 10:55 PM
Subject: Fw: Hof connection update #189(jm)

HOF CONNECTION UPDATE NUMBER 189
5/04/05
www.hofreunion.com
hofreunion@fast.net

A SUGGESTION...
Check thru the latest rosteryou have and look for names of people you personaly know that should be
going to the Nashville reunion but are not current with their dues. Give them a call and let them know you
are going and encourage them to do the same. Use your cell phone on the weekends to make these calls.
It is probably free!

AND A REMINDER...
When you change addresses, either actual street addresses or your email address, be sure to let the
Reunion group know! We spend a lot of your resources tracking people down, and then spend even more
tracking the same people down again when they have not kept their mailing address, phone number or
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email address current!
Thank you!

Jerry Mangas for the Board of Directors

Arlington Cemetary...

Phil Ruth had the following exchange of correspondence with the Administration at
Arlington National Cemetary recently:
Subject: Headstone Maintenance
I thought you might possibly be able to answer my question. Is there any provision whatsoever
either in the operating directives of the cemetery or any federal stipulation that provides for the
maintenance of headstones, such as re-engraving of the lettering that has become weatherworn?
I am particularly concerned with the headstones of Medal of Honor recipients. Surely the deeds
and unselfish
sacrifice of life by these national heroes warrant their inscriptions to be maintained with the same
honor.If you don't have the answer, please orient me in the necessary direction.
See attachment copied from the cemetery web site as a prime example of deterioration.
http://www.arlingtoncemetery.net/kingsley.htm
Thanks,
Philip Ruth
MSgt, USAF, Retired
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In return he received:
Sent: Sunday, April 17, 2005 3:30 AM
Subject: RE: Headstone Maintenance
Thank you for writing. Please know that there is a regular program of headstone replacement
and/or cleaning that takes
place at Arlington National Cemetery. Some years back it was decided to engrave the stones
of Medal of Honor recipients in gold. However, as you noted, these have not held up as well as
was expected. While I do
not have a specific schedule, I am certain that the stone that you refer to, that of Second
Lieutenant David R. Kingsley,
will be attended to in due time.
Regards, Michael Patterson
Http://WWW.ArlingtonCemetery.Net
mailto:Webmaster@ArlingtonCemetery.Net

Re the Hohensaas GLR-1 pic from #187 + #188...
I got there in mid 1962 and left in Apr 1966.
I believe that the original 6915th site are the buildings in the lower right corner.
Part of it may be the ones in the upper right. However I do remember that the
original site had the antennas very close to the ops area.
KENNETH R. HAGER

AND...
THE QUESTION ABOUT WHAT WERE THE BUILDINGS IN THE UPPER RIGHT HAND CORNER OF THE
PICTURE?
THE OLD SITE OPS CENTER WOULD BE THE ANSWER. CERTAINLY THE 6915TH RSM OLD SITE.
IF THE 10TH OR 12TH RAISED THE BUILDINGS, THEY CERTAINLY WERE A PART OF THESE
BUILDINGS ALSO. THIS SITE WAS STILL IN OPERATION WHEN I ARRIVED 22 NOV '61. NOTE ALSO
THE BUILDING IN THE LOWER LEFT, APPROX 200 YDS DOWNHILL, (BELIEVE ME, I PACED IT, JUST
FOR CHUCKLES AND GRINS), WHEN I "WALKED THAT WALK", PRETTY MUCH THE FULL 3 YEARS I
WAS THERE. THIS IS THE ELINT SHACK AND MAINT SECTION FOR THAT PART OF OPS. VOICE,
CRYPTO, RADAR OSERVATION, AND THE COORDINATING SECTIONS WERE IN OPS AT THE TOP OF
THE HILL.
MILES NELSON
AND

THERE IS SOMETHING NOT QUITE RIGHT ABOUT THE "WHERE IN THE WORLD" PHOTO. THE
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BUILDINGS IN THE
UPPER RIGHT ARE WHERE THE 6915TH "OLD SITE" AS I CALL IT WAS LOCATED. BUT, THE
BUILDINGS IN THE PHOTO
ARE NOT SHAPED LIKE "OUR" BUILDINGS WERE. AND I DON'T RECALL THE ROAD(S), PROBABLY
DIRT, RUNNING DOWN THE
RIGHT SIDE OF THE PHOTO. TO GET TO THE ELINT BUILDING IN THE LOWER RIGHT, WE JUST HAD
TO WALK THROUGH THE
FIELD BETWEEN THE OLD SITE AND THE ELINT BUILDING. OVERALL, WHILE THIS LOOKS LIKE A
PHOTO, I WOULD SAY
THAT IF IT IS, IT HAS BEEN DOCTORED TO LOOK LIKE A DRAFT DRAWING OF SOMEONE'S
PROJECTED CONCEPT OF WHAT
THE AREA WOULD LOOK LIKE WHILE CONSTRUCTION WAS GOING ON. OR MAYBE IT IS NOT EVEN
OUR SITE AT ALL. AS FOR
ME, I WOULD NOT LOOK FORWARD TO GETTING SUCH A PHOTO AT THE NASHVILLE REUNION,
BECAUSE OF THESE
DISCREPANCIES. I WOULDN'T THINK IT WAS FACTUAL.AND FURTHER ON THE PHOTO, OUR
ANTENNAS OFF TO THE
RIGHT OF THE OLD SITE BUILDINGS ARE NOT SHOWN. I EVEN COPIED THE PHOTO AND BLEW IT UP
AND STILL COULDN'T SEE
THINGS THE WAY THEY ACTUALLY WERE.
((I LOST THE WRITER'S NAME ON THIS ONE. ED.))

A QUESTION... AGAIN
WHEN WERE DEPENDENTS FIRST ALLOWED AT HOF? EITHER OFFICERS OR EM'S? WHAT YEAR WAS
IT OFFICIALLY ALLOWED? THE QUESTIONER THOUGHT IT MIGHT BE IN THE LATE 40'S BUT IS NOT
SURE AT ALL.
ONE RESPONSE SUGGESTING THE VERY EARLY SIXTIES..
IN ONE OF THE NEWSLETTERS SOMEONE ASKED WHO WAS THE FIRST AMERICAN DEPENDENT IN
HOF? AS I RECALL, I THINK IT WAS GERT BERRY.....JIM & GERT FROM WISCONSIN...ASK THEM
VIA E-MAIL...
I KNOW US GUYS ALL REJOICED WHEN WE SAW HER...THEN THE NEXT WAS MARCIA COMBS
FROM MICHIGAN...SHE WILL BE HOME SOON SO YOU CAN ASK HER THE SAME QUESTION AND
MAYBE GET SOME INTERESTING STORIES ABOUT THE EARLY DAYS AS A DEPENDENT IN THE SMALL
TOWN....THEY BOTH LIVED ON THE ECONOMY...

GARY CHERPES...

it takes help like this to find people....
Hi I was stationed with Ralph Waldo Peterson in Hof. I just found a copy of his travel
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orders from 1969
He was on leave via

Pleasantville Calif 95667
AFSC was 14863600
TDY via 560 Civ Eng Sq,TAC
Eglin AF Field #@ FL 32544
then to
633 Cmbt Spt Gp PACAF
APO SanFrancisco 96295
(pas PTRHYN)
I hope this information helps you find him.
PLEASE LET ME KNOW!!!
Ronald White
And this one:
Hit another jackpot in my Air Police search and found
Walter H. Robinson
4800 Briarclift Rd.
Baltimore,Md 21229
He was stationed with the 6915th Security Police in the 1965-68 era..... and I think he's ALREADY looking
forward to attending Nashville once he gets all the info from you and joins up !!
Tom Mikloice

If you have information of any kind regarding those still listed as missing on the Roster
or not listed at all, or you know the info we have is incorrect, please forward COPIES of
your documents or information to C.A. Russel, our intrepid head of the headhunter
committee, c.a.russell@bellsouth.com or his USPS address listed on the roster. (Ed.)

OFF BASE BUT it MIGHT BE IMPORTANT...
Considering the numbers of serious and sometimes travelers that we have on board.... check
http://www.travel.state.gov/travel/cbpmc/cbpmc_2223.html
Where it says you now have to have a passport to get back into this country from not very far away,
possibly even Canada...
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And also, you can now renew your passport by mail! and for you peripetatic wanderers, even get a 48
pager issued for all your stamps!
http://www.travel.state.gov/passport/passport_1738.html
(Ed.)

I HAVE NO IDEA WHY...
A website called PsychCentral, a site that deals in mental disorders from Alzheimer's to
Schizophrenia contains historical information and links about Hof/Saale, but here it is, with some good
detail and links (in English)....
http://www.grohol.com/psypsych/Hof,_Germany
(You can even check your own mental health out under "quizzes and tests" at http://psychcentral.com/ ,
which the Hof.Germany listing is a part of.
Do not call me for help if you find you have "issues". I've got my own problems (Ed.)

And we have posted this one before but for the sake of all the new people who might not have seen it...

The Stadt-Hof website has added a historical section.which includes this Historical Tour
of Hof/Saale, in excellent English
http://www.stadt-hof.de/hof_deu/19_tour/histhof-eng.pdf
From C.A. Russell

re: Schlappentag and the #187 update...
Schlappenfest redux:
Schlappenfest was a one-day fest when they did empty the Bier vats. This was done to make the new Bier,
the Bock Bier, which was then served at the spring time Wiesenfest (sp?).
The Schlappenbier was very strong (and full of floaters). The town closed down all the restaurants and
Hofbraus at 8:00 PM on Schlappentag (crawling day) in anticipation of the incapacitation of the patrons.
I attended one Schlappenfest. where I tested the theory that you could stand a pencil upright in the frothy
brew and it would not tilt over to the side of the stein. It was true. The pencil stood erect and I crawled
home.
Dick O'Hare
6915th Squadron - Dog Trick
'69 - '71
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P.S. - A moment of silence, please, for Teddy Fontana. He anchored the right side of our defensive line
in THE GAME, Dog vs. 606 in 1970. We lost 13 to 6 as 606 ran a counter sweep against our weak side on
the last play of the game. The weak side was our right side and I clearly remember the right cross to the
left jaw Teddy delivered to the lead 606 blocker. Unfortunately, he neglected to turn the play inside and it
went for a 66 yard touchdown run and a 606 victory. I don't remember the lead blocker joining in on the
celebration. He was busy examining the sheep feces as it decomposed between the shards of grass on 'ye
olde football field, Hof/Saale, Germany.

AND MORE ON SCHLAPPENTAG!...
I have been told that you can find ANYTHING on the Internet. I guess it's true. If you have a terrible
thirst for another taste of Schlappentagbier from Zeltbrau, dig out your Mastercard! Only €9.50 for 7
bottles. Or a 6 pack plus a Schlappenbierkrug for €19.50. Shipping is NOT included.
Available at: http://www.zeltbraeu.de/z_Shop/index.html?rid=Courtesy_of_www.Santu.com
And they will also sell you the good stuff. (Feine Biere) Again, the cost of shipping is not included.
Weighs 7 Kilo's. My mailing address is on the roster. (Ed.)

By the way...
I have been asked many times where I find all this "stuff"... I basically use four search engines... Google,
Alltheweb (which is quite like Google but I think does a better job on European sites), Dogpile (a
megacrawler which checks a buncha different engines) and Ixquick which returns only a short but usually
pertinent list if you don't want 9 bazillion hits on a search. Both the above pieces on Hof and
Schlappenbier came from Dogpile.
www.google.com
www.alltheweb.com
www.dogpile.com
www.izquick.com
Google sometimes has a built-in translator which can be good for a laugh. And for you cookie-phobes,
Google still uses a 30 year cookie. Alltheweb does not.
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The only (self-imposed) guidelines I have on items for the news letter update is/are that:
1: Anything that was once classified probably still is and will be treated that way.
2. It has to interest at least several people, in my opinion, or at least ME!
3. Hopefully there is no libel, malicious attacks, double meaning or otherwise in the material.
4. Scandals are welcome, as well as rumors and legends, but names can be eliminated to protect the notso-innocent.
5. I protect my sources.
If you decide to do searches on Kingsley Kaserne, please be aware that there is also a "Kingsley Kaserne"
in Minden, Germany. That Kingsley Kaserne is named after a British General who fought, with his 10,000
troops, on the side of the Prussians against the French in the 7 Years War in the early 1800's. Kingsley and
his troopers won the Battle of Minden by the way
And if you are researching Hof, there is the so-called "Battle of Hof" which is more correctly named the
"Battle of Hoff". That Hof/Hoff is now in Poland. (Ed.)

Do you remember...
From the Glossary:
Bush Jackets... Hey! I thought they were incredibly cool, and I liked the shorts that went with them
505's... Remeber trying to stick your foot down a TOTALLY starched leg, and then the next day they
looked like you slept in them...
San Angelo sweat stains and all.
1505's... What a relief to have a uniform that would last for two days and still look good!
Sage Green... Color of our fatigues until McNamara decided that we would ALL wear the same color!
They faded to such a soft gray-green shade! The exact dolor of sage in the desert!
Brogans... Mine lasted 7.5 years and then my wife planted geraniums in them
"Overseas" or "C" caps... Still have mine. Somewhere.
Dac's... This was a fashion mode that I never understood, but when the alternative was 505's, maybe it
made sense?

And another from Dernoga's Dreamworks... Joe keeps a good bunch of people, his
family and other Hofer's amused with his weekly pics and notes...

To HOFER's and all others.
Maybe Jerry will publish this in one of the Hof Reunion letters, but I want to share this
story with the few of you who get my photos.
In preparation for the Nashville Hof Reunion, I have tried to dig out some funny stories
from my ancient mind. I have two " stuck in the snow
stories ". This is story I.
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One upon a time, a time long ago, in a strange place called Bavaria, I was driving a
newly found friend back to her home in the forbidden " 5K " zone. It was around 3AM.
and the road was covered with snow ( imagine that ) and the road curved and I didn't.
Anyhow, my beautiful red MGA roadster was stuck in in snow covered ditch at 3AM in
the 5K zone, I surmised that the Military Police were not going
to be of much help
Imagine, we had all this communication ( one way, of course ), with the Soviets , CZ,
Poland and East Germany, and I still can't call AAA! Where were phones when you
needed them?
Thanks to my brilliant cryptographic intellect and and many Monkhofbriews ( yeah, yeah,
203's I know I murdered that, please correct me ) and a
half liter of Jim Beam at the Erika Bar I devised a plan.
The MGA had a manual choke, which, when you pulled out the knob, it moved the
throttle plate but also increased the engine RPM.
So, here is what I did. Put the car in gear, pulled out the choke, let the clutch out and
got out. The wheels were slowly spinning in the ditch. I pushed as hard
as I could, and the car slowly climbed out of the rut.
PROBLEM|
The car started moving faster than I could run. I had on one of those parkas, you know,
those things that some of us got from supply. The MG made
a slow crash about 50 meters down the road. Again, the road curved, the car didn't.
This time the front wheel was stuck, but thanks to my 20 year old strength and Mister
Gravity, I was able to get it free.
So, I made it back to home ( Leoupoldsgrün ) and reported to work on time to continue
to SPY on the bad guys!!
Joe Dernoga, USAFSS, 1961-1965, Proud to have helped my country!!

Belated credit....
...for a lot of the early 60's pics, both here and on the web-site should go to Len
Mountie who has quietly sat on the sidelines and said nothing when his pics show up
credited to (or donated by) others. Len ran the Photo Shop at that time and is
responsible for a lot of the quality pics we have seen of the Valkyries.
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And what do...
Rick Douthit, Tony Donofino and Bill Hansberger all have in common? When I was
correcting email addresses I discovered that all three of these guys live in the small
FLorida retirement community of "The Villages". Reunion breakfast anyone? Between
them they cover almost 20 years or more of Kingsley Kaserne history!

2 May 2005 Update # 189
NASHVILLE REGISTRATION: We’ll post the Nashville Registrations as
they are received. A cumulative registration list will be posted in the
July 5th Hof Connection Update.
Johnnie & Wilma Adams
Aubrey Brewer
Eddie Crump & Dot Little
Jim Pierce & Faye Fletcher
Sidney & Gayle Futrell
Francis & JoAnn Fukumoto
Ralph & Joan Glover
Lee & Shirley Ingram
Ed & Bonnie Leach
Russ Moyer
John & Aggie Pace
Jack Sinagra & Jean Jackson
Robert & Lilo Sherwood
Billie Townsend
Walter Whisner
Marty & Judy Wright
Ali & Rosie Dietz
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Jim & Sue Beard
= jpbcsb@msn.com
Aly & Rosie Dietz
Bill & Marcia Combs
Bennie Hopper
Lee & Shirley Ingram
Rick & Sonja Douthit
Linda Williams

=
=
=
=
=
=

aloisdietz@gmx.de
wacmic@charter.net
bhopper1b@excite.com
Shirleeye@aol.com
rickdouthit2001@yahoo.com
williams.l.d@worldnet.att.net

Marty & Alice Habecker to Warner Robins, GA, 8/5/05. 478-218-0510 Email: Same

RENEWING MEMBERS:
John & Aggie Pace
Pete & Margit Payne
Walt Whisner

FY6
FY6
FY5/6

pacejd@bellsouth.net
Epayne2316@aol.com
804-451-3213

NEW MEMBERS:
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DONATIONS:
Pete & Margit Payne

$5

NEW FINDS:
Tyrone Miller

Philadelphia,PA

Lawrence Kirn III

Baton Rouge, LA

tmiller@holmantruck.com
225-768-9825

FINAL FLYBY LIST:
LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN: Margaret Ingram
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from disclosure. If
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this
message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately
by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Jerry
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@fast.net>
<anthony.gambone@highmark.com>; <tammybales@hotmail.com>; <gina.rietschelinman@ramstein.af.mi>; <bgnorv@earthlink.net>; <Rosieschof@aol.com>
Tuesday, May 10, 2005 9:27 PM
Fw: HOF CONNECTION UPDATE 190(JM) open addresses

May 11, 2005
Number 190
www.hofreunion.com
hofreunion@fast.net

Happy Mother's Day
5/9/05
When I wrote that on this fantastic, bluesky Spring Mother's Day Sunday in Southeastern PA,
I was reminded of the constant "schtick" from the afternoon AFN radio show of the later 60's
called "Thurman and the Captain" wherein "Some lucky muthah is gonna win a Betty Cooker
Crockbook" was the daily refrain. Somewhere I heard that the guy who developed or produced
that radio show, and it was humorously anti-military, refused to clean up his act and in
retribution was sent to South-East Asia, and became the center point of the movie "Good Morning
Viet Nam!". Truth? War Story? I don't know.
The strange things you recall on the strangest days. Ed.
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And in our never ending effort to keep you current with things
Hoferisch...
Get ready for the 573rd Hofer Schlappentag on May 23rd!

C.A STRIKES AGAIN..
About a month ago I got a call from C.A Russell telling me he believed he had found 2 more of the
Air Police from the Hof years, One was Joey Trujillo and he had INDEED found him and the other
was Bernie Pieper but there was no phone number available. I am happy to report that we have
NOW FOUND HIM TOO !!!! I sent a letter to the address we had and got a call back last night from
Bernie, he's alive and well and living in Michigan, even though he did move from the address I
had, the letter got to him a week later at his new address and he will be contacting the association
for membership as soon as he can figure out how to use a computer !! LOL his daughter
explained everything, but as it sometimes goes with us older folks, it may take some time to do it
CORRECTLY.. Here's his info if anyone knew him and wants to contact him and convince him he
should be attending the reunion in Nashville as I suggested. I've already sent the picture CD on to
him from the Biloxi reunion to help him decide he HAS TO BE THERE !!
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Bernard Pieper
42342 Willow Tree Lane East
Clinton Township, Mi.
48038
you can use his cell phone # 586-612-3121
until his new home phone # is activated.

THANKS AGAIN to C.A. RUSSELL
((from Tom Mikloiche))

Journey thru time...
For an interesting history and timeline of Security Service from the beginning and including the
follow-on commands, including the names of some of the more famous (or infamous?) operations
(but lacking the juicy operational details)
Go here: http://aia.lackland.af.mil/homepages/ho/
and Gary Dempsey has updated his timeline for Hof Air Station at his website at
www.thedempseyarchives.com .

Just an editorial comment here. After two years of chasing Kaserne history, you begin to notice
that there is a total lack of unit or organizational history for the 6910th/12/15th operational units
in Hof, except from the reunion organizations. Especially when you compare it to the 86th ADD
and the 60X squadrons and their available histories, and when you investigate the Army units,
especially the postwar organizations and including the various ASA units in the area, you begin to
wonder if we (USAFSS) were really there? Some of this is explained by "The Mission", and that to
some extent explains the dichotomy between the Operations and the Support units at the
Kaserne. Operations didn't exist. The point of this being that you hold the history and you hold
the memories, and to paint a true picture of the various services in Hof as we lived them you
need to contribute. If you have an unclassified "war sbeginingtory" that you tell, polished or not,
big or little, bring it on!. Ed.

At the begining of a long and proud line of women... June 1958!
Sorry, it took me so long to answer. Yes, I was the first American (wife) to arrive in Hof. I
came in June of 1958. However, Jim & I were engaged then, but didn't get married until
November of 1958. We married in Germany. Actually, Marcia Combs was the first legal
dependant since Bill Combs went back to the states to get married and brought Marcia back
sometime in August of 1958. So I became legal dependant in November.
We were very good friends with the Combs and we have remained friends from that time on.
We lived off base in a very nice Garden apartment for 160 marks or $40 American money at that
time. It was the garden house of the Hof Bergameister at that time. His name was Hans
Durmeier. They treated us very nice while we were there. They have both passed away since.
My biggest memory is that we were very poor but we always managed to have a good time. We
were all like family and had our holiday's together or would just get together to play cards, etc. It
almost seems like yesterday but here it is 47 years later. It certainly was an experience we will
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never forget.
There could be lots more to tell, but for now this is a short version.
Combs in on this e-mail, they might have more to add.

I will copy Marcia & Bill

Gert Berry

Bush Jackets revisited...
Your (Glossary) article on Bush Jackets brought back something that had completely slipped my
mind.
I did not care for the Bush Jacket so mine where still in New Condition. When I left Hof I found
myself in Fortuna North Dakota where I became a Hunting Partner of the Squadron Medic.
We both needed something Red to wear in the Field and He came up with the Idea of dying our
bush Jackets Red. When we couldn't find Red dye locally he put both our Bush Jackets in a 5
gallon bucket and poured in a gallon of Merthiolate. It didn't do much for appearance but we
could be seen a mile away and did feel somewhat safer.
Jim Patterson

more from Miles...
Read the latest comments on the (1962 GLR-1) Site picture from last newsletter. By your
comment of lost name to the last comment, would not know what years this former Hofer, and
maybe fellow Two Niner, as he described the long walkway to Elint. He may well have been an
earlier than myself assignee, if he did not remember the dirt roads down to Elint. We actually used
them, because I remember driving those '62 Ford Econoline cab-over pickups down there myself.
At one time we even had POV privilege parking, for Elint guys to drive down. Then one mid shift,
one of the guys had a bottle or two stashed in his vehicle, and made a trip or two out to his POV,
coming back a little more lit up than before. That ended that privilege! True to comment, the road
was dirt, and as the picture shows, in an oval, as we had vehicles coming and going,(Military), as
maint had to bring supplies and equip in, and VIP's trip easier in good weather.
We got a couple of those light-in-the-rear-end Eonolines stuck down in that muck, in the rain and
snow we had so much, at least in those years. HA! As if it didn't before or after!
The time of the picture taking, appears to have been early enough forimprovemnt the old site
parking lots to be filled, and very little traffic at the new site. Leads me to believe this was during
the time I was there, and the New Site was in final construction, maybe '61, or '62. Anyone else
have an approx date?
Miles Nelson

Speaking of wild rides...
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Ever hear of a military transport vehicle called a "Fourty and Eight" or actually ride in one? That
is how Rick Douthit got from the port at Le Harve in France to Hof/Saale in the late 40's
when he was a part of the 28th Constabulary. In essence, a "Fourty and Eight" is a cattle car,
for 40 men, and heated with a pot-belly stove. Even the Army night trains to Berlin in the 60's was
an improvemnt over that! According to Rick one of the best things that happened during his tour
with the 28th was the Coca-Cola bottling plant reopening. A nice change from Bier!
(In a different article at some point I wrote that after that plant reopened, all 60,000 bottles
produced per month were scooped up by the military authorities for the troops. Ed)

A slight correction.. (This ain't the New York Times, you see.)
I appreciate the acknowledgment, but I never ran the photo shop. I did spend a lot of time there,
however!
Can't remember the name of the A1C that worked there, but he cosigned for a loan
so I could buy my first SLR camera - a Minolta SR1. Oh, and there's no "u" in my name...
Always enjoy the updates! Nothing ever seems to have happened on "Charlie" Trick. Or when it
did I must have been in Unterkotzau!
I do remember the shift picnic out by the site where we roasted a side of beef underground.
Myself, Rich Hayes, and perhaps one or two others were supposed to be on KP that day. We
decided we weren't in the mood for KP. It was rumored that we avoided discipline because the KP
list disappeared! Part of that rumor was the name of the person who caused the disappearance.
Will anyone else 'fess up to skipping KP? I think it was the summer of '63. We had a softball
game and somewhere I have pictures - I remember one of John Bienko pitching. I'll track them
down eventually...
Len Montie, former 203-E
'62-'64

Once upon a time... In a Galaxy far far away...
Posted on the unit buleitin boards was this famous directive:
. "BY ORDER OF THE COMMANDER, YOU WILL HAVE A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY
NEWYEAR!"

Cost of the cold war...
Well,,, lemmee tell ya.........
I was processing out and I went to "equipment turn in" or whatthehellever, and the guy that was
working there at the time was Johnny Allison. I think that he was an ex "-E" that had been on
Dog Trick with me and who married a German girl and that loud sucking sound you heard was his
security clearance being pulled. One day your handling Top Secret Crypto and the next day
you're collecting dirty bed sheets. (As Johnny Horton once put it......'All for the love of a girl')
Anyway , I was turning in my parka, the one I had worn for two and a half years, after someone
else had worn it. I mentioned to Johnny that I wish I could keep it for the cold PA winters. Johnny
said "can't keep it...." but .....here(he said)...and he handed me a sealed box and said "send it
home with your hold baggage". I then noted that the factory sealed box contained "Parka, Cold
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Weather, USAF issue, 1 each" or simular wording. Took it back to the barracks and immediatly
packed it among my hold baggage and when I returned to Nanticoke, like magic, it followed me
home..
Isn't that a lovely story. By the way. I would hope that the federal stature of limitations
has run on this particular indiscretion by now.
(Damn, just wish he would've given me one in XXXL).(That "Large" size just don't hack it
anymore).
Chet Zaremba

From the Hoferin Corner...
Dear Editor,
>
> I enjoy reading your updates and my husband and me attended our 1st
> Reunion last year in Biloxi. I'm sorry to say that we have a conflict
> with the Nashville timing and will not make it there, but do want to join
> our new/old friends for the trip to Hof next year.
>
> For the Hof Corner, here are some of the things that I remember when I
> first came to the US in August of 1967. Danny was still in Hof when he
> dropped me off in Frankfurt for the flight to New York and from there to
> New Orleans. My mother and father-in-law whom I had never met picked me
> up at the airport, but I knew what my mother-in-law would be wearing,
> because she snipped a part of her belt from the dress she would be
> wearing. After the neighbors came and inspected me the next day, we went
> shopping a few days later to buy some things "Mom" thought I needed. At
> the cash register she pulled out a credit card, I had never seen such a
> thing, and she waited for our turn to pay. I was horrified and I pulled
> her aside and told her, that if she did not have the cash to pay for my
> gift, I surely did not need the gift. So she had to explain the ins and
> outs of credit cards to me. The weather continued at record heat, but I
> could not complain, as I had always dreamed of living somewhere warm. As
> Christmas neared, everyone put up blinking lights and their aluminum
> christmas trees, it looked like everyone was in competition with Las
> Vegas, and that is when I got homesick. But I got over it. Eventually my
> English got better, but after we moved to Texas, everyone always ask me
> "Where in Louisiana are you from?" as I now spoke with a Cajun accent.
> That too has now changed and I do not think I could live in Hof again
> even though I love to go back to visit the place (most of my relatives
> are deceased).
>
> Regards, Brigitte Sandifer

From the membership committee...
Jim Beard had a major heart attack last week. He was air evac'd to
the Hospital. He stated that he was sent home today and is the process
of recovery. His email address is correct. jpbcsb@msn.com

The mid-year newsletter...
Phil Murray says the printed newsletter should be ready to go into the USPS mail about the first of
June. Gary Demsey, our unit historian had been doing some serious digging and will have both a
Memorial Day piece and a bit of "Do you REALLY remember" in response to all the recent
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discussion about the 1962 pic of the GLR-1 system. There will also be some proposed changes to
the current Constitution.

9 May 2005 Update # 190
IF YOU FAIL TO RECEIVE A HOF CONNECTION UPDATE BY ANY
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, PLEASE TAKE THE INITIATIVE AND NOTIFY
JERRY MANGAS at hofreunion@fast.net . We find occastionaly that for what ever
reason, some valid, some not, addresses are "bounced" and the message is returned
to me. Sometimes we get a "bounce" but the message got through anyway. In the
event of a computer crash or server failure there will at least be a short form report
sent out from either Hofreunion@aol.com or possibly Hofreunion@comcast.net
Your sending the initial query accomplishes a couple of things.
1. It sets the hofreunion@fast.net into your anti-spam folders as an ok address
2. It lets me verify that I actually have your CORRECT address in the files
NASHVILLE REUNION REFUND RULE: Registration Fees are 100%
refundable through August 15th. After August 15th, 100% will be refundable
for certified and documented emergencies. Come on folks, help us serve
you. Send those registration fees in today.

NASHVILLE REGISTRATION:
Don Chesney & Karin
Bill & Marcia Combs
Jim & Eadie Patterson
Walt & Ginny Shifflett
Dean & Shirley Thompson
Billy & Irmgard Wicker
Chuck & Monika Wilson
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Homer Gholston
= jrgbag1@aol.com
Stan & Shelby Bauernfiend = sbauernfeind@lexcominc.net
Milton & Virginia Gibbs
= cherrye74@yahoo.com

RENEWING MEMBERS:
Billy & Karin Hall

FY6

hwaldeslust@aol.com

NEW MEMBERS:
Barry & Carmen Hibbard
Charlie & Silvina Epperson

NEW FINDS:
Bill Guenigsman
Bobby & Jean Mann

Victorville, CA fatherhib05@yahoo.com
Commerce, TX chasepp@koyote.com

Wabasso, MB
507-342-5698
Dacula, GA
bmann30019@bellsouth.net
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Earl & Dolly McCay
Richard Hays

Ashland, AL
Mckenna, WA

256-354-2895
richardhays@ywave.com

FINAL FLYBY LIST: Lance Holmstrom, Elijah Kinnard, George MacMillan,
Clarence Craig, Charles Martz,
LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from
disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for
delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Jerry
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@fast.net>
<anthony.gambone@highmark.com>; <tammybales@hotmail.com>; <gina.rietschelinman@ramstein.af.mi>; <Rosieschof@aol.com>; <karincwjd@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, May 17, 2005 11:51 PM
Fw: Hof Connection Update 191(JM) open book

Hof Connection update #191
05/18/05

Due to some personal difficulties....
This newsletter may not have the detail, depth and breadth I am usually able to bring to the update. A
non-injury accident, totaling my car, even when the other guy's insurance has accepted full
resresponsiblityan be a bear to straighten out. Hopefully things will return to normal quickly.

After our time, and tragic but still interesting... especially when you consider the
story of our favorite boxer and AP, Ernie Curtis, taking the good Soviet officer's camera away in the 60's.

The Stars & Stripes
March 27, 1985

An Army Major was killed, on what U.S. officials described as a legitimate
reconnaissance mission in East Germany (northeast of Berlin). He had been observing
Soviet tank sheds, the Associated Press reported U.S. sources as saying Tuesday.
The 37-year-old officer from Connecticut was standing outside a Soviet military
installation looking at the tank sheds when he was shot and killed, an American
diplomatic source said.
The Soviets said that Maj. Arthur Nicholson was shot while he was taking photographs of
military equipment.
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The spokesman, Michael Burch, said the shooting was in strong contrast with the
treatment of Soviet officials caught off-limits recently in West Germany.
Burch said there was an incident near Hof, in Bavaria, on March 20, 1985 in which three
members of a Soviet observation group were arrested by men of the U.S. 1st Armd Div.
[sic] The Soviets were turned over to German authorities who escorted them, without the
use of force, to their base at Frankfurt, Burch said.
On Jan. 25, Soviet officers were detained after they were found taking pictures during
NATO's Reforger 85 exercise. They also were returned peacefully to their unit in
Frankfurt, Burch added.
"Our view is that you take their camera away, and you send them home," Burch said.
"You don't shoot unarmed soldiers."

And a joke, just slightly paraphrased...
A guy is driving around and he sees a sign in front of a house that says:
FOR SALE
TALKING DOG

He rings the doorbell and the owner tells him the dog is in the backyard. The guy goes into the
backyard and sees a Labrador retriever sitting there.

"Do you really talk?" he asks.

"Yep," the Lab replies.

"So, what's your story?"

The Lab looks up and says:

"Well, I discovered that Ihad an aptitudefor foreign languageswhen I was pretty young. I wanted
to help the government, so I told themabout my gift, and in no time at all they had merunning from
Syracuse University to Indiana University to the Presidio in Monterayand back to Yale and then to
Fort Meade and Vint Hill Farmsand San Angelo in west way west Texas. They taught me Rusian,
Chinese, Koreanand German and Czech and Hungarian and Polish and had me jetting from country to
country, sitting in rooms with spies and world leaders, because no one figured a dog would be
eavesdropping. I was one of their most valuable spies for eight years running. But the flying around
really tired me out, and I knew I wasn't getting any younger so I decided to settle down. But just to
stay current I learned Arabic and Spanish on my own. I signed up for a job at the airport to do some
undercover security wandering near suspicious characters and listening in. I uncovered some
incredible dealings and was awarded a batch of medals. I got married, had a mess of puppies and now
I'm just retired."

The guy is amazed, and he goes back to the house and asks the owner how much for the dog.
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"Ten dollars," the owner says.
"Ten dollars!?! This dog is amazing! Why on earth are you selling him so cheap?"
"Because he's a liar. He never got any medals!"
(Thanks to Tom Mikloiche with a bit of help from ye ed.)

And we made the list....

Veterans - 1386 of the best sites selected by humans
... Veterans Resource Network Association -Veterans of US Military Liaison Mission
-Veterans for ... HQ 440th Signal Battalion 1964-1967 -Hof Reunion Association ...
www.cbel.com/veterans/?order=alpha&occurence=2 - 101k - Supplemental Result - Cached - Similar pages
From a Google search.... But finding us in that stack of 1386 is a little harder.

And a link for you recovering Syracuse trained 203's...
This extensive link was passed on by John Dorsch and should provide a bit of a jerk back in time for you
Skytop types. The aerial pics appear to be from possibly the later sixties judging by some of the
construction visible and they also include a good view of not only the new and the old barracks but also of
Fertility Flats in the background. I do think the writer stretched the truth a bit about the quality of the
food in the cafeteria. During my first tour thru Syracuse in 1961, the University Food Service was so bad
that actual food riots were a common occurence down on campus. We military types were entirely too well
behaved for that, of course. But it doesn't mean we didn't consider it! There is also some excellent
background on the Defense Language Institute that I had not seen before.
http://www.electricianeducation.com/skytop.htm
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Available again in Nashville....

Jim Riggins and crew will again have the famous Hofer Cao available in Nashville for a very modest
$15.00. Orders will be taken in advance. There might be the possibility that a limited number of hats will
also be available in the Hospitality Suite. Get your registrations in soon!

The mid-year (July) Newsletter...
Due to the fact that the Nashville Reunion will be in September this year instead of the more normal
October date, we will try to have the July newsletter published and in the mail by early June. If you have
information for the Association that you would like to see included, please forward it to
Hofreunion@fast.net as soon as possible for consideration. Thanks.

Another note from far afield...
I will be in Hof for the Schlappentag this year. I am currently working in Kabul
Afghanistan and will be taking my R&R on 18 May. I am meeting my wife and oldest
daughter there. Incidentally, they made the same trip 44 years ago to meet me in
Franfurt when I was stationed at Hof in the 602 AC&W. I was a radar operator as well
as the Ops clerk. I have a lot of good memories from Hof. I probably won't help drink
as much now as I did back then, but, who knows? I was in Hof from 1960 till 1963.

Jack Denham JackieDenh@aol.com
602 AC&W Sqn
1960-1963
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Do you recognize this guy?
One of our own... Guest starred on the Jay Leno show, and his resumé includes (among many things) the
following:
DIALECTS: African, Carribean, East Coast, French, German, Indian, Italian, Russian, Southern.
LANGUAGES: Fluent in German. Conversational in French.
SPORTS: Aerobics, Aikido, Bicycling, Boating, Bowling, Canoeing, Firearms, Football, Horses (western),
Hapkido Karate, Roller Skating, Softball, Snowmobile, Swimming, Water-skiing
SPECIAL SKILLS: Flying (fixed wing), Licensed Motorcyclist (25+ yrs. - present bike, 1100 cruiser), Singing
(classical, opera, pop, rock), Standup Comedy (suggestive, not blue), Trucks (including semi)

And an update from Miles Nelson...
Gail went into congestive heart failure at the care center on the 11'th. She was transported to KU Medical
Center in KC, KS, one of the best cardiac centers in this area. Her heart is not strong enough to help fight
off a new lung infection, so she is on life support again to help her heart from overworking. She is critical,
and stable since 11 PM .
Gail was taken off life support equip Saturday morning, the 14'th. She was awake and doing fine when I
went over to KU Med Center to see her last night. She asked me to get her a diet Coke, and consumed
half of it by the time I left, 2 hours later. She is of course, weak but alert.
She tells me she is determined to come home ASAP, and my lady is determined, so we expect the best.

17 May 2005 Update # 191
NASHVILLE REUNION REFUND RULE: Registration Fees are 100% refundable
through August 15th.. After August 15th, 100% will be refundable for
certified and documented emergencies. If you haven’t already responded,
jump on board now. Help us serve you by mailing in your Nashville 5-9
Reunion Registration and Banquet Dinner selection today.
NASHVILLE REGISTRATION:
Ruthie Blumenstein
Bill & Roberta Landers
Keith & Mary Martin
Ken & Kay Putman
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
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Jerry & Hilde Middendorf

= j.middendorf@comcast.net

Sam Sweet

= bjdulce@comcast.net

RENEWING MEMBERS:
Ken & Kay Putman
Walt & Ginny Shifflett
NEW MEMBERS:
Bobby & Jean Mann
DONATIONS:
Ken & Kay Putman
NEW FINDS:
Al & Sharon Battaglino

FY6
FY6

kputman22002@yahoo.com
WShifflett@aol.com

Dacula, GA

bmann30019@bellsouth.net

$10.00

Jackson, NJ

732-833-8383

FINAL FLYBY LIST: Keith Faile
LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from
disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible
for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication
in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer.
Thank you
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Jerry
From:
Sent:
Subject:

"hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@fast.net>
Wednesday, May 25, 2005 10:05 AM
Fw: HOF CONNECTION UPDATE 192(JM) book twelve

Hof Connection Update #192
May 24, 2005
www.hofreunion.com
hofreunion@fast.net

HOF/SAALE 2006 REUNION BALLOT: If you plan to participate in the 2006 Hof Reunion be sure to
return your preferred month ballot. Summer airline rates this year are well over a thousand dollars
per person. The best ticket rate Chuck & Monika found for this coming July was $1047.00 per
person. Next July we’ll have to compete with World Cup Soccer attendees so prices may be even
higher. Hopefully fall rates will be more reasonable like they were in 2002.
NASHVILLE QUESTIONNAIRE & TOUR SURVEY: We appreciate the cooperation of all those that
returned the Nashville Participation Questionnaire and Tour Survey in a timely manner. Jerry will
use the data collected to select the Nashville Tours. Coordination with the Tour Companies is the
next priority. The Tour sign up form(s) will be provided with the July, Hof Connection Newsletter.
NASHVILLE REUNION REFUND RULE: Registration Fees are 100% refundable through August
15th.. After August 15th, 100% will be refundable for certified and documented Emergencies. If
you haven't already responded, jump on board now. Help us serve you by mailing in your Nashville
5-9 Reunion Registration and Banquet Dinner selection today.
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Who was that?...
I don't recognize the guy from Jay Leno. So, who is it?
Tom Bryson

From the www.hofreunion.com website, 65-69 section. The resumé belongs to Darius Dudley, another of
our famous or infamous AP's. I think this picture was by Mike Becker. The resumé was uncovered by CA
Russell and recognized by Tom Mikloice who also had found the write-up in his own un-ending quest to
find all the the "P's" of the 6915th. Today, Darius, like the rest of us, now sports a little more gray and a
few more pounds than in the good ol' days

CA scores another...
Beyond being a headhunter extrodinaire, CA Russell is also a great web researcher. He has uncovered a
link to certain Nashville eateries and drinkeries hiding under the title of "Nashville Pub Crawl for Good
Beer". It contains great links to the subject we (used to) know so well... Bier! But one such place I think
represents quite a challenge to our group of Bier afficiandos. The " Flying Saucer Draught
Emporium" is listed as "The Mothership of all Beer Joints". They do feature, among 75 tap handles
and 125 bottled beers, "EKU 28 Lager" and "Celebrator Dopplebock" but I submit that as a group,
we do know SOMETHING about "Beer Joints". This place must be inspected by the appropriate committee
during the Nashville Reunion along with several of the other joints listed. I will take applications for
Inspection Committee Chairman. The website also contains links to various tastings, including a trip thru
Kulmbach. They missed Hof/Saale somehow. But we didn't. There are seven pubs listed; one with the
intriguiging claim of being Nashville's "Best Tornado Shelter". This joint features a Bavarian Wheat beer
among others and is located of all places under Hooter's.
http://www.classiccitybrew.com/nashville.html
What this all goes to show, beyond being just entertaining is that there is much to do in Nashville beyond
Country Music. The Symphony, the Arts, Culture, it all co-exits right along with the Batman Building, an
incredible tour of Tennessee History right there in down-town Nashville, Ante-bellum estates, good sippin'
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whiskey and the camaraderie of old and new friends. If you are hesitating joining us, you will be missing
a fantastic time. Register TODAY!

And a fest not mentioned but not forgotten... Schlappentag!

From Jerry Middendorf....
Just a thought:
What do you think about having a professional photographer at the banquet to take pictures by those
that are interested. May want to canvass the membership that will be attending the reunion.
(I believe we have at least one "professional" photog on our roster. I will ask him if he would be
interested. Ed.)

And if this could be you....
I screwed up! The Reunion questionaire was supposed to me sent by 1 May,
and I just found it.
My wife and I definitely plan on being there.I will get the questionaire out in today's mail, and hope its not
too
late. We will be staying at Holiday Inn. Tours: Grand Old Opry and Downtown Nashville.
We will be driving down from (deleted).
Please let me know if I'm too late on this...
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(Name deleted: this time anyway)
6915 RSM
Mr Blank is NOT too late! As long as we have rooms, you are welcome. If we hit our prereservation goal we will find you rooms (but probably not at the same very favorable rate).
But the purpose of the early registration is to allow us to plan tours and events in advance,
and to let the hotel do the same. If you a just laying back and procrastinating, or have
legitmatly forgotten please get your registration in the mail. If you have changed your mind
and will be there, and have tossed your registration, and this has also happened, request a
new form from me, hofreunion@fast.net and I will get it in the mail (snail or E) back to you
immediatly.

ARMED FORCES DAY
Armed Forces Day is the third Sunday in May. The purpose is to honor Americans serving in the five
services including the Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force and Coast Guard. It is a day to salute to all of the
men and women in the branches of the service who protect our country. On August 31, 1949 then
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE Louis Johnson announced the creation of Armed Forces Day. All branches
of the military were asked to celebrate on this day and they complied on the First Armed Forces Day which
was held the following year on May 20, 1950.

UNSUNG HEROES
MEMORIAL DAY
An article about MEMORIAL DAY.
The Memorial Day holiday began as Decoration Day in the years after the War Between the States. The
order declared, "The 30th of May, 1868, is designated for the purpose of strewing with flowers, or
otherwise decorating the graves of comrades who died in defense of their country during the late rebellion
and whose bodies now lie in almost every city, village, and hamlet churchyard in the land. In this
observance no form or ceremony is prescribed, but posts and comrades will in their own way arrange such
fitting services and testimonials of respect as circumstances may permit."
Very solemn, Memorial Day usually includes that obligatory moment of silence during the festivities,
parades and ceremonies to remember the fallen. Do we really think about the purpose of this holiday, or is
it just another day away from work and school? What do my children think about this holiday? How do we
guide them in understanding why the parade stops and we see the tight choreography of honor guards and
rifle salutes? These questions led me to think about our responsibilities to those that gave their lives for
our current style of living. I mentioned this to a few people, which led me to the conclusion that many do
not understand what this holiday is about.
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While one could say this is one goal of war, not to have further blood shed. Our responsibility is not to let
anyone, but especially the children, forget why we live in the greatest country in the world, why we have
almost endless opportunities for all and how this was achieved. Patriotism is much easier to define than to
make real for a child or teenager. Our children must grow up to support our republic. This is our
challenge.

Jerry & Hilde Middendorf
6915th Security Squadron (1963 - 1965)

As part of our upcoming newsletter and a Memorial Day tribute....
Gary Dempsey has prepared a tribute to 2nd LT David R. Kingsley, MOH, and the namesake of our
Kaserne from 1948-1985... A true hero!

We hope to have the newsletter printed, published and in the mail by the first week in June

more tales from the 60's....
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Attached is a picture of the 1967 Germany Sports Conference Softball Champions.
Two of our deceased members, James Hepler and Lenny Mack were part of this
team. Thought you might like this when you put James V. Hepler on the flyby in
our next Hof Connection Update.
Members of team are:
1st Row(L to R) - Tony Cameron, Gary Gray, Rich Pena, Jim Hepler, Leo Pauley,
Marty Wright, & Chet Carrigan.
2nd Row(L to R) - Don Riverkamp, John Reaves, Charlie Jackson, Dave
Witherspoon, George Sadler, Marv Norris, Bernie Capps, & Lenny Mack
Don Rivercamp
(A much larger size JPEG file is availbale on request. Ed)

Sad news....
I need to let you all know that the heart doctor informed us today that Gail's condition is
deteriorating slowly. Short of the miracle of healing that only God can give, we may
have her with us no more than 3 months at the most.
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I wish to thank all of you for your prayers and support.

Miles Nelson and Family

24 May 2005 Update # 192
NASHVILLE REGISTRATION:
Jim & Traudl Riggin
Tanja Riggin
Stu & Marcey Sturdevant
Walter & Margot Trebble
Jean Vinson
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Pat Fisher
= eagleent@gcnet.com
Bob Hronicek
= Hronicek@aol.com
Glenn Kohlerschmidt
= gkohlers@gobrainstorm.net
RENEWING MEMBERS:
Helen Wicker
Rose Marie Queen

FY6
hrwicker@yahoo.com
FY6,7,8,9 rosemarie.queen@va.gov

NEW MEMBERS:
Wilburn & Erna Fleischhauer
Jean Vinson
Hanni Drake

FY5
WE5
FY5

DONATIONS:
Rose Marie Queen

$27.50

NEW FINDS:
Alfonso Battaglino
Dave & Laura Banks
Carl Drake

254-896-6011
919-553-2751
616-534-1658

Jackson, NJ
San Antonio, TX
Katy, TX

732-833-8383
dlbanks1@msn.com
cfdrake@academicplanet.com

FINAL FLYBY LIST: James Vinson, John Moore Jr
LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from
disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible
for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication
in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank
you
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Jerry
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"JerryM" <jmangas@fast.net>
"Hof Reunion at Fast.Net" <hofreunion@fast.net>
Friday, June 03, 2005 1:54 PM
Fw: Hof Connection Update 193 (JM) Book one

----- Original Message ----From: hofreunion(JM)
To: Undisclosed-Recipient:;
Sent: Wednesday, June 01, 2005 12:27 PM
Subject: Fw: Hof Connection Update 193 (JM) Book one

Hof Connection update #193
06/01/05
www.hofreunion.com
hofreunion@fast.net
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This flag flies over the U.S.S Constitution, Old Ironsides, the oldest active ship in the U.S.
Navy
Memorial Day 2005
(Photo from the editor's personal files)

A Memorial Day message...
MEMORIAL DAY
An article about MEMORIAL DAY.
The holiday began as Decoration Day in the years after the War Between the States. The order declared,
"The 30th of May, 1868, is designated for the purpose of strewing with flowers, or otherwise decorating the
graves of comrades who died in defense of their country during the late rebellion and whose bodies now lie
in almost every city, village, and hamlet churchyard in the land. In this observance no form or ceremony is
prescribed, but posts and comrades will in their own way arrange such fitting services and testimonials of
respect as circumstances may permit."
Very solemn, Memorial Day usually includes that obligatory moment of silence during the festivities,
parades and ceremonies to remember the fallen. Do we really think about the purpose of this holiday, or is
it just another day away from work and school? What do my children think about this holiday? About their
country? How do we guide them to understand why the parade stops and we see the tight choreography
of honor guards and rifle salutes? These questions led me to think about our responsibilities to those that
gave their lives for our current style of living. I have mentioned this to a few people, which led me to the
conclusion that many do not understand what this holiday is about.
Our responsibility is not to let anyone, especially the children, forget why we live in the greatest country in
the world, why we have almost endless opportunities for all and how this has been achieved. Patriotism is
much easier to define than to make real for a child or teenager. Out children must grow up to support our
republic. This is our challenge.

Jerry & Hilde
6915th Security Squadron (1963 - 1965)

A

Message from the President...

As I was sitting here beginning a short note to you, I was thinking (hard to believe) of what topic
tostart with. I sit here in Texas and I recall many conversations with "natives" on how their
ancestors came to Texas.

Remember the Alamo? Where did most of the military come from? Tennessee! As I went over
stories of people that I am close to here in Texas, I found that MOST of their folks came West
through Tennessee to all areas of Texas. When you put this information together , you find that
Tennessee, Nashville and Memphis were gateways to their final journey to their final settlement in
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Texas.

So much of the history of these Texans ran through Tennessee. There is a tremendous amount of all
the Southwest area that came through Tennessee.
Nashville isn't just "Country Western" but gate way to the West for a lot of our relatives. The
Cumberland River must have stories to tell, traveling west towards Memphis and the Mississippi River
to another access to connections going west.

There are a lot of interesting historic events in Nashville that are just waiting for us to discover. If
you inquire, we can try to accommodate! History predates Dallas and I (for one ) am going to inquire.

Historic Tours can be arranged for Nashville.

Dick OBidinski

The mid-year (July) Newsletter...
Again: If you have information for the Association that you would like to see included, please forward it to
Hofreunion@fast.net as soon as possible for consideration. Thanks. The print newsletter will probably go
to press by the end of this week, if not before. Consider that your deadline? (Ed.)

Banjo Picker Extrodinaire....
A quick note from Kenny Wertz (C-Trick, OPN) says that the Reality Show, "Cold Turkey" that he wrote
and played the score for should be on again.

Maybe, just maybe, the episode will be june 6th
9:00 p.m. EST. Tune in to see K.C. make a colossal
fool of himself.
Kenny

Nashville information...
From Tim Henderson:

Just got back from my trip through Nashville. The two best restaujunes I
found were out near the Hermitage, east of Nville. Famous Dave's barbecue treats beef like
Texas cooks and treats pork like N. Carolinians do. It's good. The other restaurant is on the
grounds of the Hermitage.
Tim
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And from Dick Obidinski re his recent trip to Nashville:
Nashville showed us a mixed cuisine of all backgrounds. We had a mixing of Cajun omelettes made to
order, excellent steaks grilled to your taste and fish to your taste bud's liking. We had the opportunity to
choose our beverage of choice to enhance the taste buds .
Dining in Nashville can be done economically or you can go "Hog Wild". Steaks at the "Stockyard
Resteraunt" can run you from a mere $10.00 (4 oz petite) to $40.00 (24oz Porterhouse!) with a five
course dinner w/wine. They can pick you up at your Hotel and will take you back after dinning there.

The Downtown area is full of Honky Tonks and fast food places (see the earlier link we posted) that cater
to the tourist and the hustle and bustle of the crowd at reasonable prices.
Parking in the Downtown area is at a premium, we will address that issue for our groups that want to
wander around this area. We are hoping for pleasant weather conditions to enable all to enjoy the
beautiful rolling hills of Tennessee and the local Heritage of the Tennesseans. The foliage should be
beginning to change at this time.
Dick
C.A Russel has also spent a lot of business time in Nashville....
And forward the following link to a good Mexican joint!
http://www.latinola.com/story.php?story=2503

Jerry Middendorf asks....
In one of the HOF CONNECTION UPDATES from 2004 an item appeared regarding association dues.
Specifically, the item stated the association did not recommend paying advanced annual membership
dues. I believe the rationale for this decision was that it created some confusion from an accounting
standpoint. I have noticed in the association updates that some people paying dues 2 - 3 years into the
future.
QUESTION: What is the association's position on payment advanced dues?

JERRY & HILDE MIDDENDORF
And to answer... Jerry has stated the policy correctly. But we ALWAYS try to be as accommodating as
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possible and meet the needs of the member.

And what Reunion Organizations and Reunions are all about...
FROM: Rocco Trenkler
I received an E-Mail from a C.A. Russell and it was one of the most pleasant surprises I've ever had in
my life. The time I spent in Hof/Saale was a maturing experience which has helped me to formulate many
experiences in my civilian life. I am very proud of my military experiences and draw from them much
satisfaction. It would be great to be in contact with former friends from Hof, for as we know, no better
friendships were ever materialized than those friends and buddies we associated with during our time in
Hof. There wasn't anything we wouldn't do for each other, there was no prejudices to experience, as we
only knew each other through a sense of humor, cooperation and mutual respect.
Thanks for finding me and advising me of your being. I look forward to the next step.

And some "gee-whiz" info re finding Rocco...
I found (some) Rocco Trenkler info that he was in New York somewhere, unlisted, so found his name
associated with a flower and garden shop with an email address, gotchacommitte...
C.A. Russel
(I wonder if "America's Most Wanted" has heard about our membership committe and their abilities? Ed.)

A message from the Sargeants at Arms....
Tony Donofrio writes: "We're looking forward to seeing you in Nashville."
I was a medic in Hof from 61-63 so knew a lot of folks assigned to the Kaserne. In
reflecting upon past Reunions, Joan and I feel very fortunate. We have attended every
reunion since the 1999 get together that Chuck & Monika put together in Reno, Nevada.
Only 76 Hofer’s attended the Reno Event but we had a well-organized banquet and a fun
tour to Virginia City, Carson City, Lake Tahoe, Emerald Bay, and Squaw Valley. In 2000,
the get together was at the Embassy Suites in Colorado Springs where more than 200
former Hofer’s came together. The tour to the AF Academy and Valley of the Gods were
terrific. We saw many old friends and made many new ones. We eagerly looked forward
to the function that was held in Hof in 2002. Only about 147 members traveled from the
States but we doubt if there will ever be a better organized and executed military reunion
anywhere. Terrific tours and banquet with unforgettable entertainment, music and
tremendous friends to share it with. The Las Vegas Reunion gave us another
opportunity to meet many new folks and reunite with old friends that we hadn't seen in 35
years. Then came the Biloxi get together at the Imperial Palace on the Golden Gulf
Coast. A great social with entertainment by the Riggin’s and a buffet dinner that will be
hard to beat. What a wonderful time! Now we look forward to seeing many more former
Hofers in Nashville, TN. Nashville will be the opportunity of a lifetime for all you folks that
haven’t had a chance to attend a reunion. In the heart of Opryland, a large percentage
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of the Association membership will be able to drive to the Holiday Inn Select in just a few
hours. There is plenty of free parking space available. Joan & I are looking forward to
seeing you there.

And more from Miles Nelson...
Gail was discharged from KU Med Center yesterday, around 4 PM. She was transported by ambulance to
Park Place, a retirement center out in Raytown Mo, a bit closer than KU Med was. Hospice has started
visiting and working with her at the center, and will continue when she is ready to come home. We hope to
make the move to Century Towers as early as this weekend. As soon as we are basically established for
Gail's needs, we can no doubt move her into the new apartment. ... her strength is not up to snuff. She is
one determined lady, and has a great appetite. She makes a round of the nursing center, then rests for
awhile, and starts all over. The fact that she can still motivate after 3 weeks of being bedridden, is a
miracle in itself.

A "Hofer" joke...
Hi,
Seeing Len Montie's memories in this latest update and his reference to Unterkotzau made me think of the
first joke I ever heard and understood in Hoferish. Jake, at the Erika Bar of course, told it to me and I'd
like to share it with you.
Seems a local wanted to go to Peiking (now Beijing), so he went to the Bahnhof and asked for a ticket to
Peiking. The attendant looked through his books and decided that it was impossible to get to Peiking from
Hof, but he could sell a ticket to Wuerzberg and the local could try to get further along on the trip there.
At Wuerzberg, same story. Only this time he got a ticket to Frankfurt.
Same routine in Frankfurt, Warsaw, and Moscow. In Moscow he finally got a ticket to Peiking. After
seeing the sights in Peiking, he went to the train station to buy a ticket home.
He told the agent he'd like a ticket to "Kotzau". The ticket agent looked at him and asked, "Obelkotzau
odel Untelkotzal?"
Robert Sikes

NASHVILLE REGISTRATION:
Garrett & Catherine Dempsey
Karin Kingsley
Ray & Jo Thompson
David & Darlene Weaver
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Herman & Karin Naron = hlnhofer5765@spamex.com
Al & Veronica Schneider
Richard & Kathy Wilson

= alpieman@who.rr.com
= dkwilson@chartermi.net

RENEWING MEMBERS:
Donald & Bonnie Alley

FY6

alleydb@m;s.net
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NEW MEMBERS:
NEW FINDS:
Rocco Trenkler
Wappingers Falls, NY
Al & Linda Goodman Cleveland, GA
Phil & Dixie Grimes Jacksonville, TX
Joe & RenateHunt
Brandon, MS

TLeorocco1@aol.com
706-865-0618
phildixieg@wmconnect.com
Joe Hunt 2001@aol.com

FINAL FLYBY LIST: Walter Ray Danner, Charles Thomas, James Dillingham,
LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from disclosure. If
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this
message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately
by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Jerry
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"JerryM" <jmangas@fast.net>
"Hof Reunion at Fast.Net" <hofreunion@fast.net>
Wednesday, June 15, 2005 2:29 PM
Fw: HOF CONNECTION UPDATE 194(JM)

----- Original Message ----From: hofreunion(JM)
To: Undisclosed-Recipient:;
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2005 11:25 PM
Subject: Fw: HOF CONNECTION UPDATE 194(JM)

Hof Connection Update #194
June 8, 2005
www.hofreunion.com
hofreunion@fast.net

The above logo by Barry Springsteen is the one we will be using on the Nashville Reunion Tshirts this year! All 5 colors!

Second notice...
HOF/SAALE 2006 REUNION BALLOT: If you plan to participate in the 2006 Hof Reunion be
sure to return your preferred month ballot. Summer airline rates this year are well over a
thousand dollars per person. The best ticket rate Chuck & Monika found for this coming July
was $1047.00 per person. Next July we’ll have to compete with World Cup Soccer attendees
so prices may be even higher. Hopefully fall rates will be more reasonable like they were in
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2002. At the moment September is leading by a small margin.
NASHVILLE QUESTIONNAIRE & TOUR SURVEY: We appreciate the cooperation of all those
that returned the Nashville Participation Questionnaire and Tour Survey in a timely manner.
Jerry will use the data collected to select the Nashville Tours. Coordination with the Tour
Companies is the next priority. The Tour sign up form(s) will be provided with the July, Hof
Connection Newsletter.
NASHVILLE REUNION REFUND RULE: Registration Fees are 100% refundable through
August 15th.. After August 15th, 100% will be refundable for certified and documented
Emergencies. If you haven't already responded, jump on board now. Help us serve you by
mailing in your Nashville 5-9 Reunion Registration and Banquet Dinner selection today.

In looking through some of the returned Nashville forms...
I noticed that we included the reservation number and the reservation code on the form that
we asked you to return to us with your registration fee, which of course, unless you are
super-organized, leaves you with no number to call and no code to use! To make up for that
oversight, here is the number to call, again, quoting from the original:
RESERVATION PROCEDURES: Our Group Reservation Code: “HRA”. Reservations must be made by
3 August 2005. After 3 August 2005, blocked rooms will revert to the Hotel for resale to the public
and will be subject to availability. A credit card or a 1 day deposit will be required to secure your
individual room account. To make your reservations, dial 1.800.633.4427. Identify yourself using
the code "HRA" for our group rate. Complimentary eggs-to-order and Breakfast Buffet are
included in our room cost.
RESERVATIONS MADE AFTER AUGUST 3, 2005 MAY BE SUBJECT TO THE PREVAILING
RATE.
We negotiated a fantastic rate of $72.00 versus the normal "rack rate" of close to $100 per
night, and this includes a buffet breakfast with cooked-to-order eggs and omelettes (Look
out for the salsa!). Rooms remaining un-reserved after 8/3 will be returned to the hotel for rebooking.

A note from the Prez....
When Jerry and I were touring Nashville, we were particular interested in the Hospitality Facilities
presented for our use. The arrangement in Biloxi left a lot to be desired to say the least. The two
other places we checked out hadseperaterangements but usually were seperate from other areas.
You would need to "wander around" to get to each place.
In the Holiday Select" , the Hospitality Area is going to be one/third of the Banquet hall and extends
into the Atrium area where the refreshments are going to be distributed with a Cash Bar for those
who want Adult Beverages close by.
There will be PLENTY of area to lounge around and our display of Memories and discriminant
photos will be available for all to see and reminisce over. Remember to bring some of those Old
Photos for your buddies to see and fabricate the existence of such items.
Convenience and space are the criteria for this Reunion Hospitality Area and a few perks to help us
out a lot , to make more friendly and comfortable for you.
I hope you can come to your Reunion in Nashville this year, it's going to be a blast!
Dick OBidinski
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Looking down from the patio in front of the meeting rooms...

Notes on the future and the past...
I recently passed on a B-17 war story to Jack Farrell that I received from Phil Murray about a
pair of B-17's that became stuck together during combat over Germany in WW-II. The story has no
real relevance to Hof itself, but Jack's answer sure does!
Jerry: Thanks for forwarding this one. The one thing I don't regret about getting older is that I was
once young enough to have served with several WWII vets and got to know others over the years.
To them, the war was no big deal, it was just something that had to be done so normal mundane life
could resume. One of the guys I served with lost a foot when his glider crashed during either Market
Garden or D-Day. He was CMsgt still on full time active duty 20 years later. What stories he could
have told if anyone had thought to ask. We need to save as many of the Cold War warrior and
Vietnam service stories as we can remember and record.
Jack

Who is...
I remembered a name that I don't see in the roster as alive or dead. Robert "Bobby" Grooms or
Groomes.
He was on "A" flight in 6915th OPS and I think he was ultimately an OPS COMM operator.
Could you include a separate line in the next update to see if anybody remembers him, his last
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name
spelling, middle initial, home state to help C.A. et al pin him down?
Phil Ruth
(Phil is quite accomplished in his own right as a tracker-downer, with several "fills" on the Master
Hof Roster to his credit. Ed.)

And a small correction...
My new e-mail address is incorrectly listed in Hof Connection Update #193 as
alpieman@who.rr.com. It should be alpieman@woh.rr.com. I know you have the right address
since the newsletter got to me OK.
Al Schneider

Off base...
A very useful website that I have found that could be of use to many of our members given the
peripatetic nature of our lives is:
www.missingmoney.com which is run by the various Secretarys of State and contains lists, for no
cost at all, of unclaimed funds held by State Treasurys. Simply type in your name, with what ever
first and middle initial (or not) you normally use, and your current state. All known listings of that
name in different states, and different combinations of names will come up, along with the
reporting company and state, sometimes including the type of fund lost/unclaimed. The amount is
rarely given and you have to sort thru the names to cull out the improbable listings. If you never
had any business with Gunpowder Associates in Calgary, then that John Smith is probably not you.
But to show you that it works, while finding no money for my self because I forgot to check Texas
and the Security Service Credit Union, I found an unclaimed utility deposit for my mother-in-law,
unclaimed dividend checks from GM for my brother and an unclaimed refund from an insurance
company for my sister.
(I made my brother admit that Rush Limbaugh was the greatest living American before I told him
how to find the missing funds. He recanted right after he got the money!)
Full directions as to how to contact the various SoS's are given. Be warned that in case of estate
recovery, sometimes, as in the case of my mother-in-law, the legal papers needed cost more than
the recovery was worth!
You might find enough missing money to pay for your Nashville trip!

And way off base, and probably a waste of good Bier...
Ken Kelly is the current Hofer high reported scorer at:
http://www.coolmen.ch/biergarten/biershooter.htm, And for Jack Farrell, no, 25 is NOT a good
score.
Be sure to shoot a bird from time to time!
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If you do not have a Weekly Update by Wednesday noon, please notify
Association Secretary Jerry Mangas hofreunion@fast.net to determine
the problem.

NASHVILLE REGISTRATION:
Art Everhart
Dick “”Herb” & Shirley Herbert
Ron Hronicek
Ron & Karen Atwood
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Marty & Alice Habecker
Bob Milburn
Al Schneider
Wayne Rose

= halice99@comsouth.net
= bobmilburn2@yahoo.com
= alpieman@woh.rr.com
= whailyes@aol.com

RENEWING MEMBERS:
Harold & Alma Knopes

FY6

german@colfax.com

NEW MEMBERS:
Al & Sharon Battaglino

Jackson, NJ

Carl Drake
A.F. “Joe” & Renate Hunt

Katy, TX
Brandon, MS

DONATIONS:
Harold & Alma Knopes

732-833-8383
281-578-0887
joehunt2001@aol.com

$10.00

NEW FINDS:
Kevin & Carol Peacock
Pt. Pleasant Beach, NJ
Roy Sartain
Liberty Hill, TX
jughead333@direcway.com
Kenneth Wong
Orange, CA

Kevin1141@aol.com
kjwong@msn.com

FINAL FLYBY LIST: Lynn Seymour, Glenwood McDowell, William Broughton,
LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:

Erika Daschner Sartain

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from
disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for
delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Jerry
From:
Sent:
Subject:

"hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@fast.net>
Tuesday, June 14, 2005 11:37 PM
Fw: Hof Connection Update 195 (JM) Book six

Hof Connection update #195
06/14/05
www.hofreunion.com
hofreunion@fast.net

Flag Day 2005

On June 14, 1777, the Marine Committee of the
Continental Congress adopted a resolution,
which gave birth to our National Flag.
The resolution read:

"Resolved that the Flag of the United States be made of 13
stripes,
alternate red and white, that the union be 13 stars, white in a
blue
field, representing a new constellation."
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This 2002 Floral Flag was 740 feet long and 390 feet wide and maintained
the proper Flag dimensions, as described in Executive Order #10834. This
Flag covered 6.65 acres and was the first Floral Flag to be planted with 5
pointed Stars, comprised of White Larkspur. Each Star was 24 feet in
diameter; each Stripe was 30 feet wide. This Flag was estimated to
contain more than 400,000 Larkspur plants, with 4-5 flower stems each,
for a total of more than 2 million flowers.This flag was located on V
Street south of Ocean Ave in Lompoc CA.
Aerial photo courtesy of Bill Morson
Forwarded by Don Rivercamp

Hof 2006....
With September being the runaway choice of our members for Hof2006... We have closed the
voting. This move will allow Robert Hörath and Chuck Wilson to work on next years reunion when
Chuck and Monica are visiting Naila in the next few weeks. Can they do a repeat of Hof2002? We
can only hope!
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Iowa? Nebraska? Oklahoma?
Nope.... From the Frankenpost, taken on the Autobahn recently, just south of Hof on the way to
Kulmbach! As nasty as the Hoferwetter was, I do not remember ever seeing a sky that looked this
mean and threatening! Tnx C.A. Russell

Driving to Nashville?
With the high cost of gasoline putting a damper on some folks' travel plans, a
variety of companies and organizations are coming up with new marketing plans
featuring rebates for gas if you do this or that. The major auto-rental chains have a
gas rebate plan. Days Inn offers a gas rebate if you stay just 2 nights. Whole cities,
like Aspen CO are offering to comp your gas if you stay there for a certain amount
of time. Even AAA has a travel rebate plan. So.... just a hint. Check before you hit
the road this summer and for the trip to Nashville. As we have done in the past
before reunions, we will post readers' tips for good travel deals, travel hints and
kinks and things to see on the way to or from. And I am told, speaking of travel, that
googlemaps is far better that mapquest for directions and mapping.

Flying to Nashville?
The hotel has complimentary transportation running every 20 minutes. More on that
later. But, Enterprise Car Rental is located right in the hotel lobby and probably
offers better rates than the airport based chains. Total convenience!
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Wonder why they call it....
The Batman Building? Travel with us to Nashville and find out for yourselves.

Address change....
All good things come to pass and Hofreunion@fast.net will, within the next two weeks or so, join
the hi-speed revolution and have a DSL connection. Only a 256K connection (You really high speed
freaks can just stop snickering!) but that is 5 times faster than the 50-52K dial-up that we are
currently using here and for less money since I can drop the second phone line. The new address is
supposed to be hofreunion@dejazzd.com but we will see if they actually deliver. Please do not try
using that address until I release it here. The old fast.net address will stay active for at least a
month after the change-over. Fast.net thought $60.00 was a fair 256K DSL price. Obviously I
disagreed.

Was this the first Hof Reunion....
At Harrah's Casino, Las Vegas, July 1-July 4, 1996?
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Nashville registrations as of 6/1/05... (And there are many more as of
today)...

NASHVILLE REGISTRATION AS OF 6-01-05
Johnnie & Wilma Adams, Bob Alekson, Chuck Babcock, Freddy & Helga Bales, Dick
& Jean Barry, Jim & Gert Berry, Aubrey Brewer, Ruthie Blumenstein, Ken &
Marianne Cash, Gary & Sandy Cherpes, Don Chesney, Karin, Dallas & Sue Churchill,
Bill & Marcia Combs, Eddie Crump & Dot Little, (Jim Pierce & Faye Fletcher),
Garrett & Catherine Dempsey, Ali & Rosi Dietz, Tony & Joan Donofrio, John &
Robyn Dorsch, Rick & Sonja Douthit, Robert & Jean Epperson, Tom Emerson,
George & Christa Fahrbach, Francis & JoAnn Fukumoto, Sidney & Gayle Futrell,
Ralph & Joan Glover, Daniel & Barbara Haywood, Melvin & Ilse Hamill, Jerry &
Mary Hartjes, Dan & Darlene Holden, Bennie Hopper & Sopheye Pullen, Lee &
Shirley Ingram, Karin Kingsley, Tom & Donna Knight, Greg & Sandy Krcma, Bill &
Roberta Landers, Ed & Bonnie Leach, Jerry & Pat Mangas, Keith & Mary Martin,
Robert & Pauline McAuliffe, Jerry & Helde Middendorf, (Lis Seigfried, Kaete Urban)
Russ Moyer, Steve & Donna Murphrey, Dave & Karin Natalie, Arthur Nicholl,
Thomas & Monika Nickerson, (Eric Dunne & Hertha Hetzel), Dick & Evi Obidinski,
Heidi Pouch, John & Aggie Pace, Jim & Eadie Patterson, Larry & HeideMarie Prince,
Pete & Margit Payne,
Jim & Traudl Riggin, Tanja Riggin, Don Riverkamp, Robbie Roberson, Robert &
Mary Rodamer, E.T. & Vera Row, C.A. & Jody Russell, Phil & Rosalie Ruth, Brent &
Linda Scott, Dan & Carol Scanny, Bob & Lilo Sherwood, Walter & Ginny Shifflett,
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Jack Signagra,Jean Jackson, Jerry & Ruth Smeal, Nate & Ute Sparks, Claude &
Myrtle Spicer, Barry & Sue Springsteen, Raymond Startz, Stu & Marcey Sturdevant,
Dean & Shirley Thompson, Billie Townsend, Walter & Margot Trebble, Russ & Pat
Vandermartin, Jean Vinson, Bill & Edie Ward, Bob & Ginny Ward, David & Darlene
Weaver, Walt Whisner, Billy & Irmgard Rose Wicker, Chuck & Monika Wilson, Frank
& Shirley Wright, Marty & Judy Wright, Lorrayne Zobrack.

Under the heading of.... I really don't want to know...
I found the following doing a routine search on "Hof/Saale".

" w. Violation, Purgatory Hof/Saale(D) 01.06.2000 Club Black Pes Praha (CZ)
02.06.2000 Club Mir Uherske Hradiste (CZ) 03.06.2000 *&$% the commerce III
Open Air Monstrosity, Sinister, Purgatory, Nasum ..."
And no, I didn't click on the link provided.

And yes, occasionally, our intrepid headhunts do strike out...
The other day my answering machine recorded a call from one of your
members asking if I was the John S. Ludwick serving in the Air Force in
Hof in the mid-60s.
I'm not, but by coincidence I *was* in Frankfurt Germany from '89 to
'91, and found it a fascinating experience, e.g., see
http://www.jludwick.com/Notes/Frankfurt/Frankfurt.html
Jack

To all our members...
This Connection Update is for your information and entertainment. It is only as good or as
interesting as the information that I find or you send me. If there is an area that you would like to
see more attention paid to, or find out more about, as long as it has some general connection to the
Hof Reunion Group, please send it in to (for a while anyway) Hofreunion@fast.net. We encourage
material from the ladies in the group as well. If you are not seeing what you want to see here, send
in an example, or a finished article or even just a suggestion. Do you have a favorite war story?
Bring it on. (Keep it clean!) Got questions regarding Hof from today or yesterday? Send them in. We
have the people here who have the answer or can find it. We know the military history back to the
mid 1500's, and the history of the city back to the beginning with a few gaps. We know a lot of the
military units. We know that Major Hüttner did not like the Cavalry units and in fact, called them
"Road Apple Pickers". We know how the Kaserne came into being and again with a few gaps, how
the American presence in Hof ended, Actually, the US Army was still there long after the Air Force
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left. We find people. We answer your questions and jog your memories for new questions, or hope
we do. We need to know more about the Flugplatz Vampire and how that Zlin-126 came to be
behind the 5K Club.
If you have questions... We don't have blank stares... We have or find the answers!

"We all get heavier as we get older because
there's a lot more information in our heads."
14 June 2005 Update # 195
If you plan to participate in the Nashville Reunion and haven't registered;
stop the procrastinating and mail in your registration today. You have a
100% money back guarantee if you must cancel.

We'll be publishing a consolidated Nashville Reunion Registration list the
first week of July. We urge single individual attendees to make telephone
or email contact with other participants in the same category and see if
they would like to share a room. Sharing a room can reduce each single
attendee’s rate to $36 + tax. Remember, breakfast for 2 comes with each
room. Not too shabby.
And a timely message from Don Rivercamp:
IMPORTANT REMINDER: Members of the HOF Reunion Association
- YOU are very important to the togetherness of our association and
we would like to remind everyone to PLEASE keep their E-Mail
Addresses up to date. Please check to see if we have your correct
email address, and for any reason, it is wrong, or you have changed
it or know somebody who has recently done so, please forward the
correct address to hofreunion@fast.net and
hofreunion@aol.com !! Thanks a million !!

NASHVILLE REGISTRATION:
Dennis & Anne Zimmerman Burr
Barbara Chapman
Richard”Jim”& Sue Coyle
Joe & Sue Eberhardt
Jim Helfer
Joe & Renate Hunt
Jay & Sherri Kallas
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Bobby Starr
Ray & Mary Szyperski
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Ron & Karen Atwood
= Ronbike21@mchsi.com
Jim & Sue Beard
= jpbcsb@centurytel.net
Al & Sharon Battaglino = detrain@optonline.net
Richard Cook
= clairecook@alltel.net
Jim & Judy Frost
= 100 Kingsman Ln., Easley, SC 29642 + jefrost@regmed.com
Bill & Alice Hughes = 166 N. Madison Ave #244, Loveland, CO. + WmHHughes@aol.com
Paul & Nancy Klapper
= p3r6ko@yahoo.com
Miles & Gail Nelson
= 612 Garfield Ave #524, KC, MO 64124 + milesnelson2008@kc.rr.com
John- Lottie Williams =13741 87th Ave N., Seminole,FL 33776-1922 + johnlottie@msn.com

RENEWING MEMBERS:
Jeff & Joyce Braun

FY5

jeffrmanb@netscape.net

NEW MEMBERS:
John Adams
Robert & Joyce Driver
Bernard+Sandra Pieper
Roy & Juanita Sartain

Washington,DC adamsdc@verizon.net
Wilmington, DE
JoyTeach36@aol.com
ClintonTownship,MI bpieper8937@wowway.com
Liberty Hill, TX
jughead333@direcway.com

NEW FINDS:
Mike&Delaine Foreman
John (Jack) Adams
David Flahavin
Bill & Kay Lakin
Richard & Barb Learned
Robert & Janet Samberg
Terry & Rhonda Saylor
Carl Smith

Corvallis, OR mdforeman@bauercom.net
Washington,DC adamsdc@verizon.net
Cocoa Beach, FL 321-784-4171
Port Huron, MI
blak1120@yahoo.com
rflearned@earthlink.net
Stuart, FL
sidskid1@netzero.net
Easton, PA
terry_l._saylor@hud.com
Helena, AL
Oklahoma City, csmith@hertz.com

FINAL FLYBY LIST:

Gary Kinsman

LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from
disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for
delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Jerry
From:
Sent:
Subject:

"hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@fast.net>
Tuesday, June 21, 2005 11:05 PM
Fw: Hof Connection Update 196 (JM) Book one

Hof Connection update #196
06/21/05
www.hofreunion.com
hofreunion@fast.net

Good news...

Jim Beard writes: (jpbcsb@centurytel.net)
I'm doing fine and they made my heart good as new. Like the one in 1995, it was just the
one blockage and they were able to open it with the balloon and stent. Just as good of news
is the blockage from 1995 is still wide open so that stent did its job.
Right now, we're staying close to home and are not planning on coming to Nashville, but not
because we don't want to. Nashville is a great place that I'm sure the members will all enjoy.
We must concentrate on Sue's brother and my best friend. He has had throat cancer for the
last 17 months. About 85 percent who get this type cancer die in the first year. He has
made it this long but just finished the last treatment they can give him.
I will try to find time in the next few days to answer all who wished me well after my heart
attack but, for now, please send my thanks.

And again....

You could call this covering all the bases. The move has finally been made, except for the
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minor details.
Miles and Gail Nelson
612 Garfield Ave #524
KC, MO 64124- (Don't have final 4 #'s as of yet)
816-217-6695
mnelson2008@kc.rr.com
Gail is at Park Place Care Center in Raytown MO. She took herself off Hospice Care, deciding
to fight this all the way. She is now in rehab and doing better. We are checking into a newer
med that she has not been on before, for her heart.
She is eating well and looks so much better. Her favorite sandwich is chicken salad, and I
have had to make a few runs to bring her just that sandwich, which she devours with gusto!
If that is a heart strengthener, I'm all for it!

And more Nashville Info....
From John Dorsch:

Subject: Nashville Restaurants
> Jerry, a helpful site in locating good eats all around the country, Nashville included, is
www.chowhound.com.
> Just navigate your way to the South message board to check out the latest. You'll have to
weed through
> comments on other cites, but it's a pleasant and informative journey.
> A good source for beer info, although Nashville is not well-represented, is
www.realbeer.com. My brother, who
> is the editor of the Mid-Atlantic Brewing News, informs me that Nashville is something less
than a
> beer Mecca.
> John
Not a Beer Mecca? Say it isn't so! (ed.)

And some great links to Oberfranken from C.A. Russell....

Here are some interesting websites that we can add to the links section of
> the HRA website. Pretty much Chamber of Commerce type stuff, but also some
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

real good pictures of the Hof area, and access to addresses and phone
numbers throughout.
http://www.frankenwald-tourismus.de
http://www.fichtelgebirge.de
http://www.selbitztal.de
http://www.reisebuero-hof.de

We could fill several newsletters with links of interest to the Hof/Salle area. More to follow in the next issues.

Who had the worst food...
In going back over some mail between Joe Eberhart and myself concerning the Food Service at Syracuse
University, AKA SKytop, where many of our linguists were trained, I began to wonder just who might have had
the WORST food in our various AIr Force careers. And of course, who had the best? Hof was not among the best
when I first arrived in 65, with the occasional "C" rations but improved after that. The worst for me was
absolutely Skytop mess hall food. With specialities like "Creamed eggs on toast, hold the eggs" and Joe's favorite
at Skytop, "Yankee Pizza". Honorable mention would have to go to bologna sandwiches on Saturday nites or the
one fried rubber egg allowed at breakfast. I don't remember what was served Friday suppers because we learned
early on that a bar on South Salina named McCarthy's sold beer and shots for a quarter. 75 cents later you just
didn't care what was being served for supper! But IMHO, the best food ever in the Air Force would have to be at
Hancock AB, also in Syracuse, where we Skytoppers went for sick call, dental and various admin services while in
Langugae School. And we went as often as possible, just for the food. Caviar daily on the lunch salad bar! Other
bases worthy of a high note for me were TUSLOG Det 3-1 in Trabzon, where the German, Italian and Turkish
civilian cooks kept it interesting if not always varied. A canceled supply ship during a winter storm lead to a
month of chicken and eggs, the only local edible and approved fresh meat. (We at downtown a lot that month).
The ASA base at Vint Hill Farms in VA also scored well as did, if memory still serves, Goodfellow AFB in west TX.
With the world traveling that our alumnae has done, there should be some interesting nominations out there?
And a serious loser or two? What could beat Creamed Eggs on Toast, hold the eggs?

Correct email messages and bounced messages...
Within the next month this newsletter will have a new email address. Along with the joy of high-speed (relative to
my old system, anyway) are some new anti-spam regulations from my new ISP. The one of concern to the group
is that when I get more than a certain amount of returned email messages, my access to the system will be cut
off for 24 hours! I can well understand the need for anti-spam efforts, and appreciate them. But it could cause
difficulties.
In that regard, Don Riverkamp has been contacting as many people as possible to rectify certain problem
addresses. We normally don't react to a bad address until a message has been returned twice. Don had no more
than cleared about 10 bad addresses when a new spam blocker appeared on many ISP's and caused a flood of
returns or bounces. Some addresses were just plain eliminated when we could not make contact. If anybody has
a current email address (as an example) for Gabi Becker, please forward it to Don or myself.
It is UP TO YOU to get the correct settings on your ISP to allow what you want into your mailboxes, usually by
address, sometimes by degree of content, to come thru to your system. If, by Wednesday noon local you have
not seen the weekly update... Check your ISP or send me a one liner, hofreunion@fast.net currently, telling me
the problem. I will certainly resend but only if you have cleared the problem on your end.
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The message that Don sends follows:
Our secretary is receiving a lot of bounce backs when sending out our Hof Weekly Updates. If this
message reaches you, please reply back with your proper email address in order that we may update our
Hof Roster. We want you to receive all the information that is sent out from the Hof Reunion Association.
Thanks.... DON
Don Riverkamp, 2nd Vice President of Hof Reunion Association

HOSPITALITY SUITE AND REGISTRATION:

To All HOF Association Members and Fellow HOFERS - If you don’t know already, let me enlighten you to how
important ALL members are to making our HOF reunion a successful one. It takes many volunteers to make our
yearly reunion the success that it has been, and will continue to be in the future. SO, with that said, please
consider volunteering for a couple of hours on one day of the reunion week. The duties and/or tasks are not
physically demanding, and I promise you will have fun meeting fellow members whom share many of the same
experiences you had while stationed at HOF. We would love to have you help with handing out the registration
packages, helping set up the snacks and drinks, chatting with ole and new friends, and remember you are not
only helping out the association, but there having fun, and reliving ole tales of the past and what’s new in the
future. OH, and the dress code is whatever you are comfortable wearing – NO TIES while volunteering in the
Hospitality Suite.
THANKS A MILLION !!
The Board of Directors...

RE: The ONLY winged aircraft ever seen at Hof Air Station....
(And yes, I am ignoring the Cessna's (O-4s? 6s?) that the Army used to use along the border in the 50's before
the AF took over Kingsley... Ed)
I was stationed there when the Zlin landed in a field not too far from the site and not too far from the Kaserne. I
think it was 1963. The Hof paper (Hofer Zeitung? Hofer Taglich Katzenjammer? I don't remember) wrote it up.
You could probably find it in their archives. As I recall, the paper said that a family crammed themselves into the
trainer and flew under the radar. When they determined that they must be in West Germany, they buzzed the site,
but, according to the paper, no one noticed! I think they referred to it as simply the American radar site. They
finally landed in a field. I saw the plane in the field, later, but wasn't able to get there. When they brought it in to
the Kaserne, I got a close-up view, peering into the cockpit. It was surely cramped for a whole family.
Ten years later, I was in West Berlin when all sorts of ingenious ways of slipping across were exercised. We saw
most of them at JROC(B). But that's another story, as they say.
God bless,
Fr. John Elledge
Baker Flight, 6915th, 1960-63
Chaplain, Col., USAF Retired
Rector, St. John's Episcopal Church, Havre de Grace
______________________________________________
And somewhere in my files I have another first hand report of the actual landing of the Zlin 126. Somebody that
was working in ops at the time heard it, saw it and called the local police (who probably called the Grenzschutz). I
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can't give credit because that particular file is not locatable. If the writer wants to resend it or admit to it, I would be
delighted to give full credit for that report. Ed.

With all the current political furor over Gitmo and Gulags....
I thought it might be mindful to bring this picture back of the Kaserne E-heims in the DP Camp in the winter of
1946! These building were still in use well into the 70's and possibly the 80's until they finally deteriorated. They
were originally built as temporary housing for the construction troops building the Kaserne in 1934-35. (Tnx
HannsKarl Ritter)

We'll be publishing a consolidated Nashville Reunion Registration list the
first week of July. We urge single individual attendees to make telephone or
email contact with other participants in the same category and see if they
would like to share a room. Sharing a room can reduce each single attendee’s
daily rate to $36 + tax. Remember, breakfast for 2 comes with each room.
Not too shabby.

Subject: Hof Caps
Jerry, I will offer Hof Caps again this year in Nashville. I have been getting email wanting to
know if the Caps are still available. Please, include in the next Hofer Letter that caps will be
available at $15.00 each and if anyone wants one to contact
Jim Riggin at www.jmriggin@yahoo.com
I can get you a picture to include if you want it.

Update # 196

21 June 05

Chuck & Monika Wilson will be on vacation in Michigan between June 20 - 30.
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Chuck will have his laptop with him for emergency messages only. Association snail
mail will continue to be processed daily. Please hold email until June 30.
***********************
PLEASE MAIL ALL NASHVILLE T-SHIRT ORDERS AND TOUR
REGISTRATIONS TO:

Hof Reunion Association
P.O. Box 276883
Sacramento, CA 95827-6883
Checks should be made payable to: Hof Reunion Association
NOTE –1 - NASHVILLE T-SHIRT ORDER FORM
Go to the Association Website www.hofreunion.com Enter, Click on 2005Reunion
button and then Order Form for T-Shirt.

NOTE – 2 - The Tuesday Night (Sept 6) Grand Ole Opry Ticket Form is
available on the Association Website www.hofreunion.com Enter Site and
click the 2005 Reunion button. A limited number of tickets are available for
$38pp (Includes Transportation) on a first come, first serve basis. The 90
Reserved Association Tickets are center stage in Mezzanine Section 19 & 20.
Don’t wait. These tickets will go quickly.
NOTE – 3 - General Jackson Luncheon Cruise, Wednesday, September 7.
Cruise, Show, Luncheon, Transportation = $48
first served basis.

50 Tickets available on first come,

MENU
Tossed Salad, Fresh Mix of Country Greens with Assorted Toppings and Choice of
Dressing. Southern Style Fried Chicken, Tennessee Style Pulled Pork Smoked BBQ,
Chef’s Entrée’ of Day, Wildhorse Sweet and Tangy BBQ Sauce. Potatoes Au Gratin,
Country Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Baked Rolls/Butter, Desert & Coffee or Tea.
Our Group of 50 is on the First “Now That’s Country” Show Seating at 11:15am to
12:30pm.

NASHVILLE REGISTRATION:
Thomas, Denise & Hanna Bryson
David & Jeannette Johnson
Walter & Shirley Murch
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“Troj” & Maggie Trojannowski
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Darrell & Peggy Charbonneau
Bob & Christa Brock
Miles Nelson

= mail4pkc@yahoo.com
= robert.h.brock@netzero.net
= mnelson@kcumb.edu (temporary address)

RENEWING MEMBERS:
David & Jeanette Johnson FY6
Darrell & Linda Scott
FY6

davejohnson321@aol.com
dscott@bellsouth.net

NEW MEMBERS:
Michael & Delaine Foreman Corvallis, OR mdforeman@bauercom.net

Richard & Barb Learned
Samuel & Ursula Wilson

Stuart, FL
rflearned@earthlink.net
Melbourne, FL Samuwilson@aol.com

NEW FINDS:
Sam & Ursula Wilson
Marcia Sexton

Melbourne,FL
SamuWilson@aol.com
Liberty Center OH 419-533-4349

FINAL FLYBY LIST:

Robert Sexton

LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from disclosure. If the
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and
deleting it from your computer. Thank you

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
>
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Jerry
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@fast.net>
<hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Wednesday, June 29, 2005 12:16 AM
Fw: HOF CONNECTION UPDATE 197(JM) Book one

Hof Connection Update #197
June 29, 2005
www.hofreunion.com
hofreunion@fast.net

Other than the logo above this update contains no additional .gif's or .jpg' s

Barry Springsteen's Hof Reunion logo shown above is the one we will be using on the Nashville
Reunion T-shirts this year! All 5 colors!

Third notice...
NASHVILLE REUNION REFUND RULE: Registration Fees are 100% refundable through
August 15th.. After August 15th, 100% will be refundable for certified and documented
Emergencies. If you haven't already responded, jump on board now. Help us serve you by
mailing in your Nashville 5-9 Reunion Registration and Banquet Dinner selection today.
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Don Riverkamp has been...
chasing a lot of returned email addresses. Some are old and out of date, some merely were entered
incorrectly on the master lists and some are caused by the ISP's and the filters in use. I have seen a
goodly amount of my own and Reunion mail dissapear into the spam basket, and for no apparent
reason. If your weekly update goes missing, check there first. I just got the below message, minus
the name and sent him the last 5 updates. And one of Don's calls alerted us to the fact that for
some reason, the gentleman's first initial was repeated twice in his actual address. He apparently
didn't know it and neither did we.
There have been a few along the following lines...
FOUND THAT OUR FILTER HAD SELECTED HOFREUNION TO BE JUNK MAIL, I GUESS, SORRY
FOR ANY AGGREVATION, WOULD YOU PLEASE TRY SENDING THE LAST COUPLE OF NEWS
LETTERS TO ME IF POSSIBLE. SORRY AGAIN FOR THE MIX UP.

THANK YOU

And did you know...
That the latest updates for Windows XP assumes that you do NOT want pictures included in your
email? Perhaps you do but with all the material we send out you just might be cheating yourself of
some great memories and reminders.
For those of you not totally tech savvy, I am passing along the correction from my new ISP. I will
try a test mailing tomorrow from that address.
________________________________________
So Why Am I Unable To See Graphics Within Incoming E-mail Messages?
One of the protective features added to Outlook Express for those Windows XP users who have
installed Service Pack 2 (SP2) is the blocking of images being displayed within incoming e-mail
messages. However, it's not nearly as much fun to receive an e-mail message from a friend or
source you trust unless you can also view the message's graphics and images. Microsoft provides
an easy option to allow images to appear within messages, either on a per e-mail basis or for all email messages. To see the graphics within messages on an e-mail-by-e-mail basis, with your
Preview Pane open, do the following:
1.

2.

Click your cursor arrow on the gray bar located just below the subject line of the message. It will say, "Some pictures
have been blocked to help prevent the sender from identifying your computer. Click here to download pictures." If
you click anywhere on that gray bar, the pictures for that particular e-mail will appear for as long as you have that email open.
If you go to a different e-mail and then come back to this message, you will need to click on that bar again to see the
images within the message.

Note: If you don't see the gray bar, open the message in its own window and follow steps one and two above. Otherwise,
click your cursor arrow on the "View" menu and drop down to "Layout." When the "Window Layout Properties" window
appears, make sure "Show preview pane header" is checked.
If you want to be able to see all pictures on all incoming e-mail messages that contain images, you can disable this blocking
feature. Here’s how:
1.
2.

Go to the Outlook Express "Tools" menu and drop down to "Options."
When the "Options" window appears, click on the "Security" tab. About half way down the window, you'll see an item
titled "Download images." You will see a checkbox next to the words "Block images and other external content in
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3.

HTML e-mail." If you uncheck this box, it will allow images to be viewed again just like before your SP2 update.
Click "Apply" and then "OK" to save your new settings and close the window.

Note: If you do not have the Automatic Update feature activated on your system and would like to do so, go to this link for
step-by-step assistance: http://www.microsoft.com/athome/security/protect/windowsxp/updates.mspx. If you use Windows XP
and are not sure whether SP2 has been downloaded and installed onto your computer, go to this link for more information:
http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com.

Re the Zlin 126...
From: jackiedenh@aol.com
Subject: Re: Hof Connection Update 196 (JM) Book four
Just a line to let you know emails are getting through to me all the way to
Afghanistan. P.S. the Zlin landed in the Hof area in 62. We went on alert at the
602nd. I left in Feb 63 and I was on one of the corner guns.
Jack Denham
AFCAP
APO AE09320

And further on the same subject:
I was stationed there when the Zlin landed in a field not too far from the site and not
too far from the kaserne. I think it was 1963. The Hof paper (Hofer Zeitung? Hofer
Taglich Katzenjammer? I don't remember) wrote it up. You could probably find it in
their archives. As I recall, the paper said that a family crammed themselves into the
trainer and flew under the radar. When they determined that they must be in West
Germany, they buzzed the site, but, according to the paper, no one noticed! I think
they referred to it as simply the American radar site. They finally landed in a field. I
saw the plane in the field, later, but wasn't able to get there. When they brought it in
to the Kaserne, I got a close-up view, peering into the cockpit. It was surely
cramped for a whole family.
Ten years later, I was in West Berlin when all sorts of ingenious ways of slipping across
were exercised. We saw most of them at JROC(B). But that's another story, as they
say.
John Elledge
And again
Was on Mids at the ELINT Shack (down the hill) - pre GLR; so musta been 1962.
Around 0500, we heard this light aircraft flying sround the site. It was foggy. I called
the OCC and the RADINT (602nd ACW) hadn't even picked him up. Went out to look,
and saw him land. He landed on the sport glider field. The story came out in the local
press. They asked him why he was circling (orbiting) so much and he said he was
looking for an American flag before he was gonna land. He finally saw one at the
Kaserne. He flew in from Prague; was a Czech AF pilot, and put some of his family
(children) in the rear fuselage - between the control cables. Lying down I guess. Think
there were five people in that two seater. They took the wing off and towed the plane
off the site. Thought they had returned the aircraft to the Czechs. Chief (Lonnie)
Henderson was there, and probably remembers the incident. Around the same time a
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group of folks drove a truck west in the Salle (riverbed) and got out.
This is on the Hof Reunion website, submitted by Tony Jordan and verified in a subsequent posting
by Mike Wallace. I knew I had read the account so went looking on the website.
Peggy Adams

Bad news/sad news.... Thanks to Donn Koenig for the relay...
My ex husband Chuck Capps was at the Syracuse language school where we met and
later married in Hof / Saale where he was stationed. He studied Czech. He has told
me about the Hof site, corresponding with several folks - in particular Ralph
Christianson and Tom Gillease - and asked me for copies of pictures from my HOF
album to share with you. I didn't have the site address but was able to get it, and your
email, with the help of several wonderful fellows who were also at Syracuse.
Chuck presently lives in Arkansas and has had some major heart surgeries in the
past few years. Recently he had another serious attack and is presently in the ICU at
Memphis Veterans Hospital. I am hoping that you can put this in your newsletter so
that anyone who would like to send a card can do so. The address is11030 Jefferson
Street, Memphis, Tenn. 38104 The telephone number is 901-523-8990. They are
only allowed to give information to our daughter Becky, who is next of kin, but I will
certainly let you know if anything changes Please let me know if you have any
questions.
And yes, it's fine to use my contact information with the announcement so that if
anyone wants more information they can contact me. Anyone at Skytop would probably
remember me as Peggy Newman because we were actually married in Hof.
I dated Chuck almost the entire time he was at Skytop, which was only a few
blocks from my home, and remember how glad he was when my Mother cooked a meal
for him and he didn't have to eat at the mess. However, if I recall correctly, he did
prefer the mess food to my cooking back then. Come to think of it he ate at the mess
on the Kaserne in Hof/Saale a lot when we lived there also.
I do have a lot of pictures from Hof if anyone wants copies. I don't think I have
any at Skytop, just parties at my home or the homes of my friends.
Thanks again for your help. I would love to have copies of the newsletters.
Thank you,

Peg

Margaret Capps Newman, MHS
1150 Devereaux Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19111
(215) 289-7114

And some Nashville info
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from Phil Ruth...
For anyone interested in such things, and who might want to hang around Nashville
for a day or so after the reunion, the 2005 Tennessee State Fair will be running in
Nashville
September 9-18.
Remember that the room price for three days before and three days after the Reunion is still only
72$ for a double with breakfast, and in Nashville that is quite a good deal.

And the search continues...
more info below but I wanted to make sure these guys got some credit for their digging! C.A
Russell supplies the details.

Joe and Marge Lucido

located by Richard O’Hare

Gerald and Gayle Mitchell

located by Phil Ruth

Just by the way.... Donn Koenig is chasing members of his IU Basic Russian class and Phil
Ruth is chasing his SU Czech class (and also his High School class). Many of these IU and
SU guys ended up at Hof. If we have other members chasing a certain group, like Tom
Mikloice and the ever widening hunt for the Air Police of Kingsley Kasern, let us know?

Again re Nashville...
Several members have asked if they can pay dues and registration and meals at the Reunion with
just one check? Nate Sparks, our finance Guru says "Of course"... but also mentions that you must
advise him just what amounts are going to which account.
His job is hard enough. Don't make it more difficult for him, please!

More on the Food Channel ...
(which probably needs a ® or a TM after it!)

The worst food I had in Hof was right after the rinse cycle on the dish
washer broke down in the mess hall, and it failed to wash the soap off of the
dishes, and gave 3/4 of the base the GI's. This would have been about '63
or '64. Charlie trick was on duty when the disaster happened and we had to
work 2 shifts. This was also in the summer when the breweries were using
all of the water and we only had water from about midnight till 3:00 AM,
but that is another story.
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They came around and took food orders from us, because we couldn't leave
and I ordered a chicken sandwich. When they brought the food, i picked up
my sandwich and bit into it and hit something hard. Upon inspection I found
out that it was 2 pieces of bread with 2 chicken legs inside, bone and all.
So much for carryout in Hof.
Pat Fisher
Pat's story reminds me of the mid shift at OPN where we brought our own sandwiches or
bought them from the group supply since the mess hall was not interested in feeding us at 3
AM. . My wife had run out of lettuce and mustard, and knowing that I considered the only
decent and proper way to sandwiches with mayonaise was with lettuce and without lettuce
was with mustard, she simply found some green paper, wrote lettuce on it, and hoped for
the best. Ed. (She probably could have done menu development at Skytop!)
And another nomination for the worst food...
Phil Ruth nominates the Army (Tanker) Messhall at Augsburg. He says he only had to eat
there on weekends, but that was bad enough.
Harry Knopes tells this one:
re: food
Any one else remember the blizzard that began on Friday (IIRC) and continued through Sunday?
Was in 67 or 65 (67 I think) when we broke into the messhall. Set up for KP, cook etc.
Management was not pleased when we managed to go through about 2 weeks of normal food
service in those 3 or 4 days. That was when you could starve on their servings. Something on the
order of a bowl of soup and 1 cheese sandwich, no seconds.
Harry

And possibly the winner for the Hennesy-NOT Trophy...?
In response to nominations as to had the worst food, I just couldn't pass up the opportunity
to nominate the enlisted dining hall at Tan Sohn Nhut AB, Vietnam. I don't think I have
eaten food anywhere in my 67 years that was worse. During my ten month tour in 66-67, I
lost 32 lbs from my 6'2 1/2" frame, a weight reduction program I wouldn't recommend to
anyone. Of course, by comparison to the diet served to our POWs a few hundred miles to
the north at the Hanoi Hilton, it was probably a connoisseur's dream.
Dewey Tweed
Hof 57-60
6915 RSM

More on flyovers....
Does anyone remember flyovers by Russia Aircraft? In the spring of 1966 I was walking to the site
from the parking lot when a MIG 21 flew over. I rushed into the building expecting to find a
beehive of activity but evidently the plane was so low it was not picked up by the radar at
Dobraberg, the ELINT folks missed it as did the voice intercept. I know there must have been many
flyovers in the many years of operations at Hof and though it was a time of high tension in the Cold
War years. I have always felt privileged to have witnessed that event.
The newsletter has been great to help remember the "Good Ol' Days".

Thanks to all for their time
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and effort.
Gordon "Gordy" Allbritton "A" flight Jan 65 - Jun 66, Transportation Driver's training Jun 66 Oct 67.

A new congtribution to the Hofersprache Glossary:
Red badged... What happended to you when you married a "foreign national" other than a British
citizen and they still needed you to do antenna work on the sites!
Thanks to Roger Gentilini

From Charlie Epperson...
Does anyone remember Lt. Taormina wearing a name tag with "Phigmeaux" ??? I
think he had a heart-to-heart talk with Maj Sadowski that day...didn't see the name
tag after that.
Was Lt. Taormina the source of the WARBI/WASBI story? Ed.

Don't know if you want to give free publicity to a rival reunion association, but ran across the
following item and thought there might be a few ex-Hof folks who also served at Elmendorf and who
would be interested in attending.
There is going to be a another reunion for the 3rd RSM with General John E. Morrison (former CO
3rd RSM Elmendorf AFB, AK) in Maryland this October 13th-15th, 2005. We're looking for those
who were with the 3rd RSM - radio operators, radio repair, etc, etc, etc. 1950-1955. All 3rd RSM'ers
and family are welcome!
Where: National Cryptologic Museum, 9900 Colony 7 Rd, Fort Meade, MD 20755
Contact: (301) 688-5849
John Frivance
And for the record... The National Crypto Museum is a great interlude on the way to or
from Nashville if you are following the I-95 corridor. It is on Fort GG Meade, close by NSA, weel
signed and just off the Baltimore-Washington Parkway which runs parralel to I-95 and is open to the
public. There is even a Cray computer to watch go thru it's tricks. Enigma machines and a variety of
other outdated but still interesting equipment. A lot of the WW II matierial is being/has been released
and is presented here.
"adjacent to the Museum, is the National Vigilance Park. The park showcases two reconnaissance
aircraft used for secret missions. The RU-8D serves to represent the Army Airborne Signal
Intelligence contribution in Vietnam and the C-130 memorializes an Air Force aircraft that was shot
down over Soviet Armenia during the Cold War."
from http://www.nsa.gov/museum/index.cfm
For the radar and scope-dope types, nearby on the E-way (I-295) down into BWI airport is an
Electronics Museum, full of every kind of equipment that ever radiated a signal, from DC to daylight!
This is a little harder to find. I will see if I can get more info. I think it is/was near the NSA Annex.
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Chuck & Monika Wilson are on vacation in Michigan until June 30.
Chuck has his laptop with him for emergency messages only. Association
snail mail will continue to be processed daily. Please hold email until June
30.
***********************
MAIL NASHVILLE T-SHIRT ORDERS AND TOUR
REGISTRATIONS TO:

Hof Reunion Association
P.O. Box 276883
Sacramento, CA 95827-6883
Checks should be made payable to: Hof Reunion Association
NOTE –1 - NASHVILLE T-SHIRT ORDER FORM
Go to the Association Website www.hofreunion.com Enter, Click on
2005Reunion button and then Order Form for T-Shirt.

NOTE – 2 - The Tuesday Night (Sept 6) Grand Ole Opry Ticket Form
is available on the Association Website www.hofreunion.com Enter
Site and click the 2005 Reunion button. A limited number of tickets are
available for $38pp (Includes Transportation) on a first come, first serve
basis. The 90 Reserved Association Tickets are center stage in
Mezzanine Section 19 & 20. Don’t wait. These tickets will go quickly.
NOTE – 3 - General Jackson Luncheon Cruise, Wednesday,
September 7.
Cruise, Show, Luncheon, Transportation = $48
first come, first served basis.

50 Tickets available on

MENU
Tossed Salad, Fresh Mix of Country Greens with Assorted Toppings and
Choice of Dressing. Southern Style Fried Chicken, Tennessee Style Pulled
Pork Smoked BBQ, Chef’s Entrée’ of Day, Wildhorse Sweet and Tangy BBQ
Sauce. Potatoes Au Gratin, Country Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Baked
Rolls/Butter, Desert & Coffee or Tea.
Our Group of 50 is on the First “Now That’s Country” Show Seating at
11:15am to 12:30pm.
WE ARE WORKING ON A “DISCOVER NASHVILLE” TOUR. WE’LL PROVIDE
DETAILS & COST NEXT WEEK.

NASHVILLE REGISTRATION:
Jack Gallimore & Vanda Blackburn
Don & Ursula Daniels
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Harvey Schmit
Sandy Smith
Rip & Jeannie Yarnell
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Joe Ameling
= joeameling1@msn.com
Roger & Elfriede Gentilini
= rrgentilini@wmconnect.com
Henry & Eleanor Quarterman =hquart29@charter.net
Jerry & Carrol Santens
=jsantens@cox.net
Miles Nelson
= MNELSON2008@kc.rr.com

RENEWING MEMBERS:
Mark & Peggy Clements
Francis & Janet Thompson
Richard & Kathy Wilson

FY6
FY6,7,8,
FY5

NEW MEMBERS:
DONATION:
Francis M.C. & Janet Thompson

$55

NEW FINDS:
Joe & Marge Lucido
Trenton, NJ
James & Mary Eccles
Beckley, WV
Gerald & Gayle Mitchell Fillmore, CA
Tony Jorgensen
Ft Dodge, IA
Floyd White
Clovis, NM
Larry & Mary Marvin
West Point, NE

Lucidos87@aol.com
304-255-7172
805-524-7336
515-972-4454
505-769-9008
402-372-3977

FINAL FLYBY LIST:
LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected from
disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for
delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
.
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Jerry
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
<anthony.gambone@highmark.com>; <tammybales@hotmail.com>; <gina.rietschelinman@ramstein.af.mi>; <Rosieschof@aol.com>; <karincwjd@hotmail.com>; "william howell"
<williamhowell236@hotmail.com>; <bdlugos@wowway.com>; <Hansberger@earthlink.net>
Wednesday, July 06, 2005 12:11 AM
Fw: HOF CONNECTION UPDATE 198(JM) Book OPEM

Hof Connection Update #198
July 5, 2005
www.hofreunion.com
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Update # 198

5 July 2005

NASHVILLE TOUR & T-SHIRT ORDER FORMS ARE
AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE www.hofreunion.com
Go to www.hofreunion.com and Enter, click on the 2005Reunion
button and select the Appropriate Order Form. You will find the
T-Shirt order form, Tuesday Night (Sept 6) Grand Ole Opry
Ticket form($38pp), and the General Jackson (Wed., Sep 7)
Luncheon Cruise form ($48pp). Tickets are available on a first
come, first serve basis.
Association Nashville T-Shirts make wonderful gift for the Grand
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Kids. Our grand children loved the Biloxi T-Shirt with the
Association logo and Hof Germany on the back. T-Shirts can be
ordered in youth size (M) 10/12 and (L) 14/16 for those of you
interested in providing a Nashville souvenir for the little ones.
The 100 Grand Ole Opry (21 Remaining) and 80 General
Jackson tickets (12 Remaining) are going fast. Do not
procrastinate if you wish to participate in either of these tours at
our preferred rate.
The Discover Nashville Tour information and form should be
posted to the Association Website by Wednesday, July 6.
NASHVILLE REGISTRATION As of 7-3-05:
Johnnie & Wilma Adams, Bob Alekson & Sandy Smith, Chuck Babcock,
Freddy & Helga Bales, Dick & Jean Barry, Jim & Gert Berry, Aubrey Brewer,
Ruthie Blumenstein, Thomas, Denise & Hanna Bryson, Dennis Burr & Anne
Zimmerman, Ken & Marianne Cash, Barbara Chapman, Gary & Sandy
Cherpes, Don Chesney, George & Irmgard Coursey, Karin, Dallas & Sue
Churchill, Bill & Marcia Combs, Richard”Jim”& Sue Coyle, Eddie Crump &
Dot Little, (Jim Pierce & Faye Fletcher), Don & Ursula Daniels, Garrett &
Catherine Dempsey, Ali & Rosi Dietz, Tony & Joan Donofrio, John & Robyn
Dorsch, Rick & Sonja Douthit, Joe & Sue Eberhardt, Archie & Brenda
Emery, Robert & Jean Epperson, Tom Emerson, George & Christa
Fahrbach, Francis & JoAnn Fukumoto, Sidney & Gayle Futrell, Jack
Gallimore & Vanda Blackburn, Virginia & Milton Gibbs, Roger & Elfriede
Gentilini, Ralph & Joan Glover, Daniel & Barbara Haywood, Melvin & Ilse
Hamill, Jerry & Mary Hartjes, Jim Helfer, Dan & Darlene Holden, Bennie
Hopper & Sopheye Pullen, Joe & Renate Hunt, Lee & Shirley Ingram, Bob &
Marilyn Jarboe, David & Jeannette Johnson, Jay & Sherri Kallas, Karin
Kingsley, Tom & Donna Knight, Donn & Sue Koenig, Greg & Sandy Krcma,
Bill & Roberta Landers, Ed & Bonnie Leach, Bill Main, Jerry & Pat Mangas,
Keith & Mary Martin, Robert & Pauline McAuliffe, Jerry & Helde Middendorf,
(Lis Seigfried, Kaete Urban) Russ Moyer, Walter & Shirley Murch, Steve &
Donna Murphrey, Dave & Karin Natalie, Ron & Fran Neiswander, Arthur
Nicholl, Thomas & Monika Nickerson, (Eric Dunne & Hertha Hetzel), Dick &
Evi Obidinski, Heidi Pouch, John & Aggie Pace, Jim & Eadie Patterson,
Larry & HeideMarie Prince, Pete & Margit Payne, Jim & Traudl Riggin, Tanja
Riggin, Don Riverkamp, Robbie Roberson, Robert & Mary Rodamer, E.T. &
Vera Row, C.A. & Jody Russell, Phil & Rosalie Ruth, Brent & Linda Scott,
Dan & Carol Scanny, Harvey Schmit, Bob & Lilo Sherwood, Walter & Ginny
Shifflett, Jack Signagra,Jean Jackson, Jerry & Ruth Smeal, Carl & Linda
Smith, Nate & Ute Sparks, Claude & Myrtle Spicer, Barry & Sue
Springsteen, Bobby Starr, Raymond Startz, Stu & Marcey Sturdevant, Ray
& Mary Szyperski, Dean & Shirley Thompson, Billie Townsend, Walter &
Margot Trebble, Troj” & Maggie Trojannowski, Russ & Pat Vandermartin,
Jean Vinson, Bill & Edie Ward, Bob & Ginny Ward, David & Darlene
Weaver, Walt Whisner, Billy & Irmgard Rose Wicker, Chuck & Monika
Wilson, Frank & Shirley Wright, Rip & Jeannie Yarnell, Marty & Judy Wright,
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Lorrayne Zobrack.

MOST RECENT NASHVILLE REGISTRATIONS:
George & Irmgard Coursey
Archie & Brenda Emery
Roger & Elfriede Gentilini
Virginia & Milton Gibbs
Bab & Marilyn Jarboe
Donn & Sue Koenig
Bill Main
Ron & Fran Neiswander
Carl & Linda Smith
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Gordon & Monika Allbritton =gallbritton@satx.rr.com
Roger & Elfriede Gentilini
= rrgentilini@wmconnect.com
Bob & Marilyn Jarboe
= mbjarboe@starpower.net
Margaret (Capps) Newman =Colt9@aol.com
Gene & Rosemarie Wetzel
= rwetzel@cbmove.com
Gary & Ann Schilling
= bygary@scbglobal.net
Shirley Wood
= woodsy@whidbey.com
Bernie & Sandra Pieper
= bpieper8937@wowway.com
Robert Hutchins = 1301 Summit St –Vet Home, Marshalltown, IA 50158

RENEWING MEMBERS:
Samuel & Pat Brown
FY6
Doug-Annaliese Chamberlain FY6
Howard-Marianna Hatcher FY6
Bob & Marilyn Jarboe
FY6
Bill Main
FY6
Mary Strack
WE6
Robert & Christa Sikes
FY6
Bill & Helen Toni
FY6
Gene & Jo Zutell
FY6
Archie & Brenda Emery
FY6

brown_samuel@msn.com
425-392-5740
407-645-4635
mbjarboe@starpower.net
WMain91403@aol.com
momstrack5@cs.com
rcsikes@verizon.net
bilhelentoni@aol.com
Zutell61@aol.com
abemery@hotmail.com

NEW MEMBERS:
Rod & Marion Pintello Morgan Hill,CA pintello@garlic.com
Russel & Lynda Tuller Granby, CT
none & unlisted
Carl & Linda Smith
Oklahoma City
citysmitty@cox.net
DONATION:
Bob & Marilyn Jarboe
Bob & Mary Rodamer
Robert & Christa Sikes
Bill & Helen Toni
Gene & Jo Zuetell

$15
$6
$10
$10
$5

NEW FINDS:
Walt & Lois Grill

Greenville, SC

waltgrill@hotmail.com

Russel Tuller

Granby, CT

Unlisted
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Ron & Margot Rowe Louisville,KY
Stan Rudnick
San Mateo, CA

blade@iglou.com
stanrudnick@rcn.com

FINAL FLYBY LIST: Chuck Capps
LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:

A note from the Prez:
A suggestion was put forward by the the entertainment committee( Jim and Traudle) to
have all who attend the afternoon buffet in Nashville to wear a T-shirt identifing your home
state! I like the idea, lets see how many states are represented by our group and who has
the most! This puts the affair in a casual mode and everyone could relax and have great
time!
Dick Obidinski

Available....
I have the following pic posted on the Association web site with a note that a much larger
file (and a MUCH larger picture) is available for download.
The full BMP file is approximatly 1.9 megs, which is quite a download for a dial-up system
amd is extremely detailed. But in working with Joe Dernoga we have come up with a
possible way to do it for the people limited in download speed. If you have an interest
in receiving this large B&W aerial pic, taken about 1964 or 1965, please respond to
hofreunion@dejazzd.com telling me what your approximate connection speed is.
Broadband/DSL users will have no problem. Dial-up users will involve some coordination
and cooperation. As to the actual date of this pic, notice that there are no tracked vehicles
apparently visible anywhere?
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The bi-yearly Hof Connection Newsletter...
Is in the mail and being received all over the country and in Germany. These newsletters
are sent by "non-profit" bulk mail, which costs less to send and have a lower priority than
regular mail. Hence the delay in some cases. Newsletters addressed to Germany went
Luftpost.

And a Bit of Döbra history
Döbraberg, Germany Callsign "Patrick" 606th AC&WS
On 16 December 1963, the 606th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron was activated and
assigned to the 86th Air Division (Defense) during January 1964. In January 1964 the 606th
absorbed the men and equipment of Detachment 2, 602nd AC&WS. The squadron
operated an AN/FPS-67C Search radar, a FPS-6C Height-finder, a FPS-90 Height-finder
and 412-L Data Processing equipment. From January 1964 to 1 Jul 1974, the squadron had
primary responsibility as a reporting post to identify and track all aircraft approaching the
East German—West German and Czechoslovakian—West German borders and forward
information concerning these tracks to the control center (CRC). The secondary
responsibility included functioning as a back—up unit for corridor control for the southern air
corridor into West Berlin. At some point, the call sign was 'Rust Crowd'. In July 1974, the Air
Force handed the site over to the Bundeswehr. On 16 December 1963, the 606th Aircraft
Control and Warning Squadron was activated and assigned to the 86th Air Division
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(Defense) during January 1964. In January 1964 the 606th absorbed the men and
equipment of Detachment 2, 602nd AC&WS. The squadron operated an AN/FPS-67C
Search radar, a FPS-6C Height-finder, a FPS-90 Height-finder and 412-L Data Processing
equipment. From January 1964 to 1 Jul 1974, the squadron had primary responsibility as a
reporting post to identify and track all aircraft approaching the East German—West German
and Czechoslovakian—West German borders and forward information concerning these
tracks to the control center (CRC). The secondary responsibility included functioning as a
back—up unit for corridor control for the southern air corridor into West Berlin. At some
point, the call sign was 'Rust Crowd'. In July 1974, the Air Force handed the site over to the
Bundeswehr. (The US Army maintained a small presence there until 1991 monitoring their
border flights and missions.)
From: from: http://usarmygermany.com/USAFE%20TACS.htmGA va very complete military
website with more information on the total Air Defense picture and systems that maybe
anybody in Hof knew at the time.

Did you know this about Nashville?

Did you know...Nashville was founded on Christmas Eve 1779 along the banks of the Cumberland
Two teams of pioneers set forth from the Carolinas to found the new city. Upon arrival, they imm
began building Fort Nashborough. Among the pioneers was Rachel Donelson, daughter of Capta
Donelson, who would later become the wife of President Andrew Jackson.

Did you know...The Hermitage: Home of Andrew Jackson, the 7th President of the United States,
driveway in the shape of a guitar. Legend says that the driveway was so shaped to please his dau
in-law Emily. Nashvillians like to think it was a good sign of things to come.

Did you know...Standard Candy Company, founded in 1901, created the GooGoo, a true Nashville
marrying peanuts, caramel, marshmallow and milk chocolate together for a tasty cluster of candy
Standard Candy Company uses more than 3 million pounds of chocolate a year. Legend has it th
stands for Grand Ole Opry.

Did you know...that the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum is an architectural wonder in it
One side of the building is a RKO-style radio tower while the main building, with windows resemb
piano keyboard, ends in a Cadillac tailfin-style flourish.

FROM: blade@iglou.com
Margot (& Ron) Rowe
I wonder if anyone remembers me. - Margot Bischoff. I worked in a little office adjacent to the mess hall.
Mother rented out my room to airmen from the 6915th beginning in 1964 after I moved to Canada.

One of my claims to fame back then was finding apartments for GI's and General Dynamic personnel wh
building the big radar site. My father was quite well known in the surrounding area which in turn prompted
German families to let me know that they had space available at highway robbery prices. I also helped m
spouse shop "on the economy".

By the way, I am using an alternate e-mail address for this post because aol blocks my e-mail from my re
server which is margot@newmarkusa.com.
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And a comment...
Thanks. Your article about (XP) graphics was most informative. Keep these type of articles
coming for those of us that are not tech savvy.
(The next one will be about Spyware and why your computer acts the way it does) Ed.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected
from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent
responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and
deleting it from your computer. Thank you

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Jerry
From:
Sent:
Subject:

"Hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Tuesday, July 12, 2005 8:38 PM
Fw: HOF CONNECTION UPDATE 199(JM) Book One and Two

Hof Connection Update #199
July 13, 2005
www.hofreunion.com
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Update # 199

12 July 2005

NASHVILLE TOUR & T-SHIRT ORDER FORMS ARE
AVAILABLE ON THE WEBSITE www.hofreunion.com

And a note from the Board:

TIME GETTING SHORT TO REGISTER
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JUST A QUICK REMINDER TO ALL HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION MEMBERS. TIME IS GETTIN
SHORT TO REGISTER FOR THE 2005 NASHVILLE REUNION. THE REGISTRATION FEE OF
$87.50
PER PERSON COVERS THE COST OF THE SOCIAL LUNCHEON BUFFET ON TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 6TH, THE BANQUET DINNER ON THURSDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 8
TAX AND GRATUITY, SOUND SYSTEM & AV EQUIPMENT, DANCE MUSIC, HOSPITALITY SUIT
DOOR PRIZES, SPECIAL AWARDS, NAME TAGS, REUNION PACKAGES, AND OTHER
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS. THE DEADLINE FOR REGISTRATION IS JULY 20TH,
WITH A TEN(10) DAY GRACE PERIOD. SO, HURRY UP AND GET YOUR REGISTRATION
INTO THE HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION BEFORE THE DEADLINE.
MAIL YOUR REGISTRATION FORM TO:
HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION
PO BOX 276883
SACRAMENTO, CA 95827-6883

Here is a follow up on the message from the Prez: The suggestion was to wear a T-Shirt baring the
name of “Your State” to the Nashville Social Reception. Great idea! An alternative will be to wear
an Association T-Shirt. Another great Hof Family party to look forward to in Nashville.

NASHVILLE TOUR & T-SHIRT ORDER FORMS ARE
AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE www.hofreunion.com
Go to www.hofreunion.com and Enter, click on the 2005Reunion button, and
then appropriate Order Form. You will find the T-Shirt order form, Tuesday
Night (Sept 6) Grand Ole Opry Ticket ($38pp), and the General Jackson
(Wed., Sep 7) Luncheon Cruise $48pp). Tickets include the cost of bus
transportation. Due to popular demand, the number of Grand Ole Opry
tickets were increased to 150. We reserved Mezzanine Section 19, 20, 21
which are center stage. We have about 30 GOO tickets remaining. The
number of General Jackson Luncheon Cruise Tickets were increased to
100. We have about 16 GJ Tickets remaining. Tickets are available on a
first come, first serve basis.
THE DISCOVER NASHVILLE TOUR FORMS WILL SOON APPEAR ON
THE ASSOCIATION WEBSITE. THE DISCOVER NASHVILLE 3.5 HOUR
SIGHT SEEING TOUR WILL OPERATE ON TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
AND THURSDAY. THE COST WILL BE $20 PER PERSON. WE WILL BE
ABLE TO ACCEPT RESERVATIONS UNTIL AUGUST 15 SO THERE IS
NO REASON TO PANIC.

NASHVILLE REGISTRATION As of 7-11-05:
Johnnie & Wilma Adams, Bob Alekson & Sandy Smith, Ron & Karin Atwood, Jim & Dolores
Aue, Chuck Babcock, Freddy & Helga Bales, Dick & Jean Barry, Jim & Gert Berry, Andy &
Martha Brads, Aubrey Brewer, Ruthie Blumenstein, Thomas, Denise & Hanna Bryson,
Dennis Burr & Anne Zimmerman, Ken & Marianne Cash, Barbara Chapman, Gary & Sandy
Cherpes, Don Chesney & Karin Baumgartner, Bruce & Briggitte Cook, George & Irmgard
Coursey, Karin, Dallas & Sue Churchill, Bill & Marcia Combs, Richard”Jim”& Sue Coyle,
Eddie Crump & Dot Little, (Jim Pierce & Faye Fletcher), Don & Ursula Daniels, Garrett &
Catherine Dempsey, Ali & Rosi Dietz, Tony & Joan Donofrio, John & Robyn Dorsch, Rick &
Sonja Douthit, Joe & Sue Eberhardt, Archie & Brenda Emery, Robert & Jean Epperson,
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Tom Emerson, Art Everhart, George & Christa Fahrbach, Al & Mary Freddie, Francis &
JoAnn Fukumoto, Sidney & Gayle Futrell, Jack Gallimore & Vanda Blackburn, Virginia &
Milton Gibbs, Roger & Elfriede Gentilini, Ralph & Joan Glover, Daniel & Barbara Haywood,
Melvin & Ilse Hamill, Jerry & Mary Hartjes, Jim Helfer, Dick & Shirley Herbert, Dan &
Darlene Holden, Bennie Hopper & Sopheye Pullen, Ron Hronicek, Joe & Renate Hunt, Lee
& Shirley Ingram, Bob & Marilyn Jarboe, David & Jeannette Johnson, Jay & Sherri Kallas,
Karin Kingsley, Tom & Donna Knight, Donn & Sue Koenig, Greg & Sandy Krcma, Bill &
Roberta Landers, Ed & Bonnie Leach, Bill Main, Jerry & Pat Mangas, Keith & Mary Martin,
Robert & Pauline McAuliffe, Phyllis McKeag, Jerry & Hilde Middendorf, (Lis Seigfried, Kate
Urban) Russ Moyer, Walter & Shirley Murch, Steve & Donna Murphrey, Phil & Jo Murray,
Dave & Karin Natalie, Ron & Fran Neiswander, Arthur Nicholl, Thomas & Monika
Nickerson, (Eric Dunne & Hertha Hetzel), Dick & Evi Obidinski, Heidi Pouch, Chuck & June
Parnell, John & Aggie Pace, Jim & Eadie Patterson, Larry & HeideMarie Prince, Pete &
Margit Payne, Ron & Zilla Pohle, Jack & Patty Rief, Jim & Traudl Riggin, Tanja Riggin, Don
Riverkamp, Robbie & Katrina Roberson, Robert & Mary Rodamer, E.T. & Vera Row, C.A. &
Jody Russell, Phil & Rosalie Ruth, Brent & Linda Scott, Dan & Carol Scanny, Harvey
Schmit, Bob & Lilo Sherwood, Walter & Ginny Shifflett, Jack Signagra,Jean Jackson, Jerry
& Ruth Smeal, Carl & Linda Smith, Nate & Ute Sparks, Claude & Myrtle Spicer, Barry & Sue
Springsteen, Bobby Starr, Raymond Startz, Stu & Marcey Sturdevant, Ray & Mary
Szyperski, Dean & Shirley Thompson, Billie Townsend, Walter & Margot Trebble, Troj” &
Maggie Trojannowski, Russ & Pat Vandermartin, Jean Vinson, Bill & Edie Ward, Bob &
Ginny Ward, David & Darlene Weaver, Walt Whisner, Billy & Irmgard Rose Wicker, Chuck
& Monika Wilson, Frank & Shirley Wright, Rip & Jeannie Yarnell, Marty & Judy Wright,
Lorrayne Zobrack.

And a note from the Prez...
Fellow Hofers, For the past few weeks we have been hitting you with information about
everything we saw in Nashville. Things of interest, places to eat and whats to see in the
Nashville area.
The REAL meaning of our HOF/REUNION is for all of us to get together and recall old times
and reopen old friendships we had when we spent our "time" in Hof. In the past days ,I've
found several old friends that were unaware of our Association . I know of at least a couple
who will make it to Nashville to see what I was telling them about, not Nashville, but ole'
Buds and their activities. To rehash old times and laugh at some of the things we did or of
something that our roomies pulled off while we were there. These things have a way of
appearing at these get-togethers and I personnally saw some of our guys choak up and
feel a little "younger" as they recalled these incidents.
We have accumilated some more stuff for all to see, most of all , WE want to see YOU
again and maybe a few newbies also.
Dick OBidinski/ President

From www.chowhound.com...
In a thread that lists suggested restaurants in Nashville...

"Be sure to try our best local brew: Yazoo. The hefeweitzen is
truly outstanding."
Anybody have any advanced experience with this particular Bier and can offer a
recomendation? Ed.
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You can dress 'em up...
> Hi,you all!
>
> I regret to say that I will not attend the HOF REUNION in Nashville. I
> really wanted to go and this may be my last shot at it. It's a shame
> since my lifelong friends,Jerry and Pat were going to drive me there from
> Baltimore.
>
> I have been in a wheelchair for about 15 years due to spinal cancer. Not
> being able to walk is just a small part of the problem; there is a lot of
> "baggage attached". I just don't think I could do it and still have fun.
>
> However, there is some good news!
>
> Besides saving a lot of money on my wheelchair drivers insurance, by
> switching to GEICO, I got to meet Jerry and Pat Mangas.
>
> I and my companion of 25 years, Marie, were at my cousins,Michael
> and wife Kathy's place near Philadelphia. J&P made the hour drive from
> Reading to join us.
>
> We did the usual stuff; drank great wine,ate great food, drank great wine, told great war
> stories, drank great wine,shot off fireworks, drank beer (should I say
> BIER??), told more war stories. Our host, Michael Dernoga was quite
> pleased. He said,"who else around here has a party with TWO Cold War ex- spy's?".
>
(He actually introduced us that way to his neighbors... Ed.)
>
> I must say that as a "306", this was my first social encounter with a "203"
> and it wasn't all that bad. In fact,it was rather nice and I may do it
> again, I just might have to keep it secret from Marie.
>
> Best regards to all and I would be there if I could.
>
> Joe Dernoga-the CRYPTO DUDE
Actually.... for a "Hardware Type", Joe is a pretty cool guy... But I knew that already.
Tremednous party!

Sad note...
Just a short note to inform you of Robert Hardman's death on June 23,2005.
We were stationed at Hof 1962-1966 with 6915th. Due to Robert's
illness , we did not become members, but I would like to become
a member now.
Carmen L Hardman
Abby465@cs.com
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In response to a question...
concerning the Kaserne photo in the last update and the lack of visible tracked vehicles and
the Cav...
The US Army 2nd Cav maintained a presence in the Hof area, patroling the border right
thru the end of the Cold War and the Fall of the Wall. They also maintained a continued
presence at Döbraberg, monitoring border surveilance flights thru the same period.
Approximately ten people took the opportunity to download that .BMP file. Anybody else
that would like it, just ask.

I want my children to have all the things I couldn't afford.
Then I want to move in with them.

Some things you just didn't want to find in your back yard in
Oberkotzau in 1966... !

During US Army maneuvers in 1966, which started in the middle of the night while Charlie
Trick was on break... we awoke to the clatter of tank tracks running BEHIND our
apartment! Took a while in the dark to see just what color the stars were on those tanks!
Sweaty pams there for several minutes! Tank traffic continued well into the next day. They
used the alley because the main street, Hoferstraße, was dug up for sewer repairs. The
alley also needed some repair when the exercise was over after those 60 ton tank
retreivers came thru!
Normally the only thing that ever happened while Charlie Trick was on break was that it
rained! Ed.

Questions from the past...
Did Security Police Captain Bill Cutler really have a band of gypsies working for him?
There's reminiscences of the Captain who took over the Dispensary from Maj. Ron Haney,
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M.D. He was assigned straight out of med school, it appeared. He had to be trained on
how and who to salute. After examining a patient, he'd scoot down the hall to his office
and do some fast research through his medical books there before feeling confident in
rendering a diagnosis. This amused some, and horrified others. What was his name?
Answers will be kept confidential if needed (This ain't the NY Times here! Ed.)

After a short intermission... More memories from Miles...
I have mentioned the existence of the old '58 Ford Trucks that at one time were the heart
of the AF transport system. Next came the "New" motor pool vehicles, 'THE ECONOLINES"
in '62. Remember those cabover Fords we had for minimum personnel transport or pick up
and delivery of light cargo?
How many of you guys remember making the Payroll run with one officer and two enlisted,
armed men, believe it or not, packed in one of those Econoline pickups! One of the lucky
carbine carrying individuals had to ride on the engine cover in the middle. I am thinking the
run was to Nurenberg and back, an approximate 180 mile roundtrip. Charlie Sinesh
remembers making the run. How many others volunteered, or was that "WERE
VOLUNTEERED" for payroll run?
I never made that run, but I did make one or two ration runs to Graf with Dick Budney.
Wasn't extra duty fun?
More from Miles on the famed Econolines coming up... Ed.

In response to a question from my Hofer son, Robert...
On just how serious was the Soviet threat during the Cold War in Europe, and about the
possible use of atmoics and how quicly could they have over-run Western Europe...?
Finally found all of the answers in one spot... A partial quote:
"...concentration of nuclear fires could achieve objectives swiftly that required weeks
and months during World War II. Big gaps could be created in minutes in NATO defense
lines,
and large armored formations could rush through, moving to great depths before halting
to consolidate their positions."
http://www.isn.ethz.ch/php/documents/collection_1/texts/comment.pdf
"Taking Lyon (France) on the Ninth Day" By Lt General William Odom, DIRNSA
a familiar name and title to many of us.
Not for the squemish!

Re: A bit of Döbraberg history... Update #198
I appreciate seeing something about the 602/606 AC&W Sqd. I arrived in Feb 63, and left
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in Feb 66. I attended the last Hof Reunioon in Biloxi, missed Las Vegas due to illness. We
will attend Nashville, anyone remember me ? I worked in Data Link/ cross-tel. I rented my
last house in Hof from Jake and Erika, 21 Beethoven Strasse. Really enjoyed the Erika Bar,
and the Blick. It's rough, most of my friends are dead, Pete Vuyk, Loren Peterson,
Clair Walker, James Petit and Foster Warnke. If this gets printed, Bob Graham why
aren't you comming to Nashville. We can tell our wives about the night of the "Great
Mercedes 220S car wreck".
David Weaver

And something you didn't want to unexpectedly see through your
windshield...
An East German guardtower protecting the Socialist Worker's Paradise!

Courtesy of Ernest Penfield via the Mike Becker estate.

CHUCK & MONIKA WILSON WILL BE IN HOF GERMANY, FROM 12
JULY– 3 AUG , COORDINATING THE 2006 REUNION. Association
Members voted to hold the 2006 Reunion during the month of September. A
date will be selected after consulting with Hof Officials. Chuck & Monika will
have their laptop computer with them for emergency emails and maintaining
Association records. They do not plan to spend much time on the Internet.
Please save routine questions and jokes until after 3 August 2005. Association
snail mail will be processed by Ute Sparks, Tel 916-368-2666.
Association “Nashville” T-Shirt’s make wonderful souvenir gifts for the grand
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children. The kids love the Association logo on the front and Hof Germany
on the back. We can order in youth size (Kids M) 10/12 and (Kids L) 14/16.
Email your order to HofReunion@aol.com before 1 August. You can pay for
the kids T-Shirt(s) when you pick them up in Nashville.

MOST RECENT NASHVILLE REGISTRATIONS:
Jim & Dolores Aue
Andy & Martha Brads
Bruce & Brigitte Cook
Al & Mary Freddie

Phyllis McKeag (Phipps)
Phil & Jo Murray
Chuck & June Parnell
Ron & Zilla Pohle
Jack & Patty Rief
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Ruthie Blumenstein
= ruthie7676@tpi-computing.com
Melvin & Ilse Hamill
= melvinhamill@aol.com
Ken (Buddy) & Lily Holley= kenandlily723@sbcglobal.net
Ivey (Milton-D) Mossell = ivey@zipnet.us
Don & Evamaria Ross = evamaria@mcn.org or donross@mcn.org
Gary Schilling
= bygary@scbglobal.net
Rev Walt & Jay Silveria= wsilveria@cox-internet.com
Marty & Judy Wright =1512 Sydney Rd, Valrico, FL 33594 813-689-1366

RENEWING MEMBERS:
Gordon & Monika Allbritton
FY6
Jim & Dolores Aue
FY6
Larry & Jackie August
FY6
Chuck Babcock
FY6
Elfriede Babcock
FY6
Bill & Bobbie Bacon
FY6
Andy & Martha Brads
FY6
Len & Marianne Bundra
FY6
Dallas & Sue Churchill
FY6
Pat & Kathy DiCintio
FY6
John & Bertha Fontes
FY6
Jack Gallimore
FY6
Roger & Elfriede Gentilini
FY6
Ralph & Joan Glover
FY7/8
Richard (Jim) & Sue Coyle
FY6
Marvin & Margit Schmid Hale FY6
Jerry & Sally Haas
FY6
Gary & Jeannettie Heath
FY6
Ken (Buddy) & Lily Holley
FY6
Mary Kellem
WE6
Carl & Betty Larse
FY6
Jerry & Hilde Middendorf
FY7
Ernte & Charlene Morin
FY6
Ivey (Milton-D) Mossell
WE6
Phil & Jo Murray
FY6
Chuck & June Parnell
FY6

gallbritton@satx.rr.com
janddaue@tznet.com
I.august@comcast.net
402-895-5314
303-369-9080
bbbac@msn.com
maandpabrads@msn.com
lenxmar@comcast.net
dallaschurchill@msn.com
patdicitio@msn.com
ibfontes@succeed.net
americanimage@alltel.net
rrgentilini@wmconnectt.com
208-642-2950
Scoyle1169@aol.com
schnitzel@rap.midco.net
303-758-5467
217-382-6660
kenandlily723@sbcglobal.net
218-631-4665
325-942-6169
j.middendorf@comcast.net
Echemm@aol.com
ivey@zipnet.us
philm11@earthlink.net
chuckjunepar1958@msn.com
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Jim & Eloise Jasken Pomplun FY6
Roger & Carol Preslar
FY6
Jack & Patty Rief
FY6
Jim & Traudl Riggin
FY6
Eulice & Vera Row
FY6
Rev. Walt & Jay Silveria
FY6
Ray & Mary Syzperski
FY7
Billie (James-D) Townsen
WE7
Mary Ann Warnke
WE7
Marty & Judy Wright
FY6
Rip & Jeannie Yarnall
FY6

jpomplun@cpinternet.com
rpreslar@tampabay.rr.com
pjrief57@hotmail.com
jmriggin@yahoo.com
702-645-0349
wsilveria@cox-internet.com
rsyzpers@verizon.net
615-373-9506 (Chaplain 61-65)
MaryAnnWarnke@aol.com
mstrite45@aol.com
ryarnall1@comcast.net

NEW MEMBERS:
Peg Capps-Newman Philadelphia,PA
Ron & Margot Rowe Louisville, KY
Stanley Rudnick
San Mateo, CA
DONATION:
Gordon & Monika Allbritton
Dennis & Anne Burr
Jim & Sue Coyle
Mary Kellem
Ivey Mossell
Ray & Mary Szyperski

$10
$ 4
$15
$15
$15
$10

Billie Townsend

$15

NEW FINDS:
William Kline

Bryant, AR

colt9@aol.com
margot@newmarkusa.com
Stan Rudnick@rcn.com

meandering311@hotmail.com

Stan & Janet Vale
Seattle, WA
Les & Cathy Runkle Elizabethtown,PA

206-367-0901
Rucklles@aol.com

FINAL FLYBY LIST: Robert Hardman
LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected
from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent
responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and
deleting it from your computer. Thank you

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Jerry
From:
Sent:
Subject:

"Hofreunion(JM)" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Monday, July 18, 2005 10:49 PM
Fw: HOF CONNECTION UPDATE 200(JM) Book one and two

Hof Connection Update #200
July 20, 2005
www.hofreunion.com
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

The update is coming out one day early. I have some family
matters to take care of that will take me well out of range of any
internet connections. Ed.

Do you remember.... And not all of us will, but for some....
A taste of "Back in the day"...
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Clipping courtesy of Marianne Lengel
That black mark is not on the original but is a shadow of a fold in the clipping. The view, if
you look closely, is down Kulmbacher or Jahn Strasse, just below the Kaserne. The
Marienkirche spires are visible in the background. (US Army photo)

Re Flyovers....
Somewhere in about that time frame of the later 60's... I remember a sunny, clear blue sky
day, there was a flyover of a pair of what I thought at the time were West German G-91's,
which looked an awful lot like MIG 19's from underneath, which is the view that I had that
day. They were flying from south to north and for the life of me I don't remember if they
kept going straight for the north country or peeled around to the west (east would not have
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been safe if they were West Germans). I think I went running like hell into the OPS
building... forgetting to watch them and where they went!
Somewhere in all my reading I found that the Bundeswehr, as written in their Federal
Constitution was NOT ALLOWED within 20 Klicks of the border. We, The US and the Brits
up north, along with the Grenzschutz did all the defending. I do wonder at this late date,
and after hearing all the tales from others about overflights, and some actual landings that
got in un-noticed (one while you and I were there, he landed down by Bayreuth in a field!
Döbra missed it totally!) ) under the radar with zero problems, that maybe the flying
Luftwaffe was kept well off the border also. Only things I ever saw flying that I knew were
ours for sure were Helo's and the occasional SLAR mission. You could watch the MIG's

on a clear day doing ABA's well to the north and well back from the border.
I have a scary pic of contrails over Lipperts from the 90's (below) along with a
comment by Chet Zaremba that really says it all...Ed.

From the Lipperts-leopoldsgrün website
Can you imagine the consternation, panic and excitement if we had ever seen skies that
looked like this over Lipperts or Hof in the 60's? This view is looking north toward the old
zonal border.

And from Chet Zaremba...re the above pic
Two thoughts..
1. Those contrails exist partially because a long time ago a group of young men in a
far away place did a job... A GOOD JOB!
2. If they, and thousands of others like them had not done that job, this is what their
living quarters might have looked like! .
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photo by CZ

And another taste of "Back in the Day"... But a later day...

photos courtesy of Marianne Lengel
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For those of you who led a more straight and more narrow life... This is the Erika Bar,
seldom seen in daylight!

...

.

Update # 200

18 July 2005

The Discover Nashville sight seeing tour will be depart the Holiday Inn
Select, Tuesday 0800, Wednesday 0800, and Thursday 0800. The cost
will be $20.00pp. Tour details and the registration form will soon
appear on the Association Website: www.hofreunion.com
MOST RECENT NASHVILLE REGISTRATIONS:
Jim & Mary Eccles
Richard Learned
Bill & Jeanette Waitman
CORRECTIONS & NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES:
Dean & Shirley Thompson = dsthompson@cableone.net
Peg Capps-Newman
Stanley Rudnick

Gary Schilling

= Celt9@aol.com
= StanRudnick@rcn.com

= bygary@sbcglobal.net

RENEWING MEMBERS:
Charles & Anna Barber
FY6
Carol Barron
WE7
Hilde Calisti
WE7
Gregory Cooper
FY6
Carl & Barbara Davino
FY6
Joe & Marie Dernoga
FY6
Mike & Laura Detzler
FY6
Gelinde & Tony Doom
FY6
John & Robyn Dorsch
FY6
Jim & MaryAnn Eccles
FY6
Malcolm & Heidi Gaissert FY6
Jerry & Mary Hartjes
FY6
Jim & Brigitte Lundgren
FY6
Jim McGovern
FY5
Frank Masters
FY7
Tom & Jan McKinney
FY6
Miles & Gail Nelson
FY6
Gail Norvell
WE7
Darrel & Marilyn Paskett FY6
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Howard & Patti Resnick
George Sadler
Dan & Carol Scanny
John & Carol Scholl
Ray Sleeper
Ken & Gisela Stargardt
Fred Wonder
Chet Zaremba

FY6
FY7
FY6
FY6
FY6
FY6
FY6
FY6

NEW MEMBERS:
Les & Cathy Runkle
DONATION:
NEW FINDS:
FINAL FLYBY LIST:
LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
WARNING
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and thus protected
from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent
responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and
deleting it from your computer. Thank you
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